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A BIT OF HISTORY SALOONKEEPER

OF SURVIVORS

Every Nation Must Contribute to the
Needs of Those Who Escaped Death
in Italy and Sicily as the Demand Is
Too Great for the Italian Government
to ' Successfully Succor All Food,
Water, Clothing, Shelter and Medical
Attendance Must be Supplied With-

out Delay.
THE DEATH LIST WILL EXCEED
DOUBLE

100,000

AND MAY

THAI NUMBER, IF RESCUE IS DELAYED

Thousands Are Yet In the Ruins and Cannot be Rescued In
Time to Save Their Lives An Army of 25.000 People
Needed to Search the Ruins. Rescue Wounded and Bury
Survivors Fight Desperately for Dry Bones
With Which to Appease Hunger and a Kcign of Terror
Follows in which Strong Are Victorious.

the Dead

people. In su(.ii placi s th? catastrophe was ov. ; helming in its suddenness and completeness. Thtre was no
time to think of escape. At Palmi,'
there are perhaps less than 100 alive
out of a population of 14,000. Tester-da- y
2,200 corpses were burled In the
cemetery there. The survivors at Palmi .reinforced by rescuers from, other
points, are performing prodigies of
valor.
The first survivors of Keggio to
reach Catanzaro were so broken by
the shock of their experiences that It
was almost impossible fcr them to
give a clear account ot the destruction OS the city. Tliey
l,l;e disconswept
nectedly of whole districts
away in a moment, and entire families
annihilated.
Regglo remains
Isolated la its
ghostly desolation.
Railroads
and
footpaths to the city have been entirely destroyed, whllo the survivors
lack food, water and medical sup-

Komc, Dec. 31. Slowly the measof the disaster which has. depopu-

ure

v

lated Calabria and the eastern part
of Sicily la being taken and aa the reports accumulate It is evident that the
first estimates have In no sense, exaggerated the extent and horror of the
visitation. The ofllclal estimate places
the list of dead at 110,000, but there
la reason to believe this will bo greatly exceeded.
Today the pitiuble plight of the survivors claime universal attention and
,the relief of their sufferings calls for
'the united efforts of all nations. The
dead are dead but countless thous- iy1i. of ho1' i'7'PtEd, r.rkcd X
starving survivors, some wounded,
some uninjured, are crying pitifully
for food, water, clothing, ehtiter and
medical attention.
No word has yet been received concerning the fate of the Americans
thought to have been in the devastated district excepting llev. David
and his daughter Alice, who
were believed to be at Messina. They
are at Home, tafe. It is reported that
several Americans lost their lives In
the wreck of a hotel nt Messina sind
;.Ambassadrr Oriscom is about to go
to the south to endeavor to secure
news about other Americans who are
ryeported missing.
It Is estimated that hundreds of
'thousands of people have fled from
the desolated territory in fear of furThe latest estither disturbances.
mate of the dead at Palml and Lag-aaIs 14,000 and 12,000, respectively.
Two thousand soldiers were
Killed at Regglo. The survivors say
that for half an hour before the
iuake the heavens were filled with a
gorgeous display of light, resembling
the Aurora Borealis. It Is declared
that not less than 25,000 people art
eeded to rescue the living who are
still entrapped In the ruins and to
rury the dead.
A dispatch from the observatory at
Ripostov says that the center of the
earthquake was probably In the sea
in the southern part of the strait of
Messina. The seismograph at Mileto
continues to record slight shocks.
Signor Stancel, distinguished scientist attached to the Florence observatory. Is of the opinion that the cataclysm was geological rather than
volcanic. He believes the trouble
was caused by the subsidence of a
lower strata and as a result of this
depression huge cracks appeared in
the form of a semi-circlthe center
f which was the focal point of the
disturbance.
Ses-sU-

plies.

The visit of the king and queen to
Messina has aroused widespread enthusiasm. They spent several hours
both at Messina and Reggio and at
both places imparted freshness to the
work of rescue.
The waters of Messina strait are
covered with floating bodies of men
The
and all kinds of wreckage.
shores of the strait have been comappearance.
In
pletely transformed
Even the lighthouses on the headlands have disappeared.

--
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Colo.,

reference to the Important factors in the making ef any city in the
United States, which has attained the
dimensions of a metropolis, will throw
important light upon the situation
In Albuquerque today, where the people are contemplating the building
of a much needed modern sewer system.
FirBt, in the upbuilding of any city,
there must be the natural or artificial resources, to make that city an
Industrial, educational or marketing
center.
In that respect Albuquerque Is
The natural rerichly endowed.
sources of the entire territory, ranging from mines to livestock and from
lumbering to farming, And their natural outlet through this city. In diIs
rect contact with Albuquerque,
the richest section of the great Rio
Grande valley, wealthy in agricultural products.
There is, therefore, every reason to
predict that Albuquerque will never
want for resources without her gates.
Within the city are the greatest lumbering industry In the west, the shops
and yards of a great railway system
snd other manufacturing Industries,
Ell of which give employment to thou-randbesides modern schools, colleges and a university.
As compared with other great clt-- ii
s in their youth. Albuquerque
has
every reason to feel assured of her
future.
Hut resources never yet built a
city, alone and unaided.
The most
striking part of every city's growth
without exception, has been the work
of public spirited citizens who have
persistently shoved their city forward, In the face ot every public 111,
used their
who have unstintlngly
credit to make the Improvements
necctsary to attract homcbulldera and
manufacturers and who have shown
their own faith In the future by making provisions to take advantage of
Its epp jrtjnttles.
At some Btage in the history of every city, there has been a turning
point where the citizens have been
forced to choose between standing
i'lll which ventually means
or of taking the bull by the
horns and advancing well ahead of
the tunes.
This is the point which Albuquerque has reached. It is a question of
acting new and at once. Shall we
install a ff wer system which our present poj illation must have and which
wiM he adequate
to accommodate
three times the number of people now
ll.irg here, or shall we stand still,
while El Paso and other cities display tnelr faith in the future by out
building us?
This is simply what the present situation iesolves itself into. It Is a
matter of such supreme Importance
to the people of this community that
there can be but one answer.
Disregarding
public health of today, disregarding the prompt Increase
in real estate values, disregarding the
fact that our bonds can now be sold
above par, disregarding the fact that
never again can we build so cheaply,
there still remains that paramount
common Interest our future.
The history of every city In the
United States reads the same on the
question of municipal improvements.
The people of Albuquerque are now
face to face with the making or destroying of Albuquerque.
We can not hope for others to come
here to build up homes and Industries
with a firm faith In our future, if
we ourselves have not that faith.
The sewer bonds come before the
people to be voted upon January 19,
1909. The action of the people at that
time, will mark an epoch for advancement or decline of Albuquerque. On
that score if for nothing more, the
every
Citizen
vote
characterizes
against the bond Issue as a vote
against Albuquerque and the history
of any American city Mill bear out
the statement.
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Kin Ire Raiment Killed.
Reggio, Calabria, Dec. 31. There
is reason to believe that an entire
regiment of Infantry was drowned by
the tlday wave at Palml. Three hun
dred bodies of soldiers have already
been recovered.
As a' precaution against an outbreak of disease the bodies of the persons killed by the earthquake are
being burned and strong disinfectant
are being strewn about the ruins of
the city. The troops have set up field
kitchens and are "oaklng bread in the
streets for distribution to the survivtrong guards have been placed
or?.
over the stores of clothing and provisions to prevent pillage.

Figliting for Food.
Messina. Dec. 31. A frightful scene
occurred here today amid the ruins
of the custom house. A band of famished individuals were groping among
the debris in the hope of discovering
food. The flr9t of the searchers who
were successful were attacked by the
others with revolvers'and knives and
obliged to divide their findings. The
struggle was fierce.
The famished men threw themselves upon each other like wolves
and several fell, dlsembowled in defending a l4nd,ful of dry bones or a
few ounces of flour. One of the unfortunates was pinned to a plank by
a knife while clinging to his hand was
a little child for whom he had sought

e,

Home. Dec. 31. To the terrifying
spectacle of death, caused by the
earthquake of Monday, has now been
added the horror of starvation and
Ihe fear of pestilence. In the ruins
of Messina, Regglo and various other
sown In Sicily and Calabria lie countless bodies, which it will be impossible to extricate, while everywhere
thousands of homeless throng the littered thoroughfares.
Words are Inadequate to express
ihe horror of the ruin and desolation that has overwhelmed Calabria
and Sicily, where the trembling of
the earth and fire and water combined to change a smiling, verdant country Into a desert.
Messina no longer exists and at
least hlrty years will be necessary to
repair the ruin that nature's violence
as wrought there. It is as yet Impossible to obtain news of the fate
f dozens of little villages alng the
oast, many of which, it Is believed,
brave been entirely wiped out.
In many cases entire buildings were
wept Into the sea and no trace of
villnges
them remains. Flourishing
have been wiped out of existence and
the topography of the country
in
many places entirely changed.
In some of the smaller towns, such
s Palml, only a few score people are
alive today where a few days ago
were thousands of happy, contented

food.

lino

oin the Scene.
London, Dec. 31. A special from
says
Palermo today
that it is intimated that up to this morning
persons
on
',100.000
have embarked
'warships and other vessels in Messina
straits, or havo otherwise left the
devastated districts. All the towns
and villages along the straits are rapidly becoming depopulated as there Is
widespread
of further convulsions.
Scenes of the welredst nature are
being enacted at Messina and other
ruined titles. Grim advices reach
Palermo that clouds of crows have
defended on the ruined cities, having
crossed the sea In response to a mysterious intuition of the disaster. In
Mewlna the rescuers frequently encounter bands of naked people, carrying Images of saints. It is exeeud- I
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WON'T SI MMOX HOOSKVKJr.
Washington,
Dec.
31. Senator
Hale, acting chairman of the committee on appropriations, which has
charge of the investigation of th
methods of the secret service, said
today that there Is no Intention, bo
far as he knows. of summoning
President Roosevelt before the committee after h'm retirement on March
4, as has been Intimated in published reports.
CHRISTMAS PACKAGES
lUSAI-PKAIX CHICAGO
Chicago, Dec. 31. Many reports of
and packages
being stolen
from the malls at Christmas time have
been made to the postal inspectors.
Most of these thefts are due tj carelessness on the part of the public, according to Inspector Stewart. He says
investigation has revealed that a band
of men have made It a practice to
st.-a- l
mail placed on top of postal
boxes and chutes.
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WITHDRAW FROM RACE

NEW SEWER

EOR SENATQRSHIP

AT ONCE
Native Serjousiy Wounds Since It Went Into Effect a Taft Throws Strength to Bur
ton. Which Causes Ohio
Youth Who Objected to
Noticeable Difference Has
Been Created by
Senator to Quit
Epithets Applied
People Realize Necessity for
me r nr. MiTk
to Him.
4 Immediate Action and
the Public.
--
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He Has a

Chance to Recover
less Complications follow
Motive for the Shooting
Remains a

Un-

'

Mystery.

The New Law Is Doing an Immense Good Since the Public
lias Become Educated

andorced Dealers
to Act

Leo Zanone, Junk r member of the
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 31. Dr. H. V.
firm of Joshua Zanone & Son, saloon Wiley, chief of the bureau of chemisstreet,
keepers. 1009 South Second
was shot Bhortly after noon today and try, department of agriculture, was
seriously, If not fatally, Injured. Louis the principal speaker today before
Baca of Santa Ft . Is in the county the convention of scientists, which '
jail, charged with tlie sho.iting. His In session here. Dr. Wiley spoke of
victim is at St. Joseph's hospital under the care of City physician Pearce, the good already accomplished as a
who says that his pa. lent has a chanc result of the pure food and drug act.

to 'recover.
there
So far as can oe learned
were no witnesses to the shooting,
other than the principals. Accord
ing to the story L o Zanone told his
father three mlnutet after the shoot
lug,
Baca walked into tho saloon
swearing. Zanone .vns behind the
bar.
you
"1 have something for you,
,' Baca is alleged to have said
as he walked up to thu bar.
"I don't like that word you
Greaser," Zanone i ald to have an
swered.
With that Baca p iled a pistol and
He then t- - ned around and
fired.
walked quietly out if the place and
down the street. Ten minutes later
he entered the saloon of Frank. Francaroll, at 823 South Second street. A
In
fright
boy behind tlis b: 4
e
wlitn he saw him coming, j i
minutes after the shooting Haca was
Oflieer Harry
arrested by Police
Cooper on Third street a block and a
half from tho scene of the shooting.

tii

Ihu--

OFTOE P03III0I,

SUPPORT

KHkient.

nty-liv-

and gave
review of the changes
brought about by the new law. He
said in part:
First must be mentioned the effect
which the food and drugs act has had
upon the ethics of trade. It Is the
universal consensus of opinion of all
high grade manufacturers and merchants in food and drug products that
the morality of the trade has been
distinctly Improved. When low grade
or debased articles have to bo named
and specified and adulterations excluded there Is no longer the neecjuliy
which existed before ot really high
grade manufacturers stooping to the
debasement of their food products to
meet competlon. In other words, the
success of 'bunlness now dori not de
pend upon meeting low fade com
etiiin, but trh in.d competition,
and thus the merit and excellence of
the product .other things being equal,
will set the puce for success of the
business.
The second good which has been
accomplished by the food and drugs
act is the judicial determination in
many cases of tho principles InvolveJ
in the law itself. Judgo Kintth Mc
Pherson, of the. United States dlstiiot
court. Western District of Missouri,
Kansas City, In a decision which he
rendered on the food unj drugs act,
stated: "This statute Is to protect
consumers and not producers. It Is a
most beneflclent and righteous stat
ute, and within the powers of Con.
gress to legislate concerning
and
should be enforced." Hero we have
the Judicial statement showing the
substantiality of the act and its ben- ellclent purpose and the purpose for
which It should be enforced. Th
consumer In ail cases is the party to
be protected, but In protecting the
consumer the rights of the manufact
urers are also protected.
"Tho third good which has been ae.
compllshed by tho law is the lru
provement in the quality of the food
and drug supplies. This has been
apparent In both food and drugs,
Cold storage foods are no longer sold
or at least not so extensively as fresh
foods and greater care Is exercised in
the sanitary preparation
of foods
than ever before, fa that the foods
which the people of this country are
eating today are more wholesome,
and consequently more palatable and
more nutritious than ever before. This
Improvement in the quality of drugs
is not less marked.
A rigid Inspec
tion of Imported drugs keeps oui if
tho country all that are not up to the
pharmaceutical standard,
and the
careful control, though not complete of
Interstate commerce tends to produce
the same effect on drugs passing from
state to state. The making and sale
of deleterious patent medicines has
been greatly restricted, especially In
those productions which relate to the
Introduction of habit forming drugs
Into patent medicines and of alcohol.
The statement on the labels of these
products respecting the presence of
these bodies has served to warn a
great many persons of the danger of
their
their use and thus restricted
sale. While perhaps there Is much
left to be desired in this direction, the
progress which has been made Is
most encouraging,
and the good
which hue been accomplished already
Is pronounced.
"Finally, the general attitude of the
republic has been strengthened
specting this law so that It has the
support of a more unified and enthu- lastlc public opinion. Add to this the
almost unan'mous support of the
courts In all cases which have come
before them and we see that the food
and drut;s act has beun ilrinly established and will continue the good
work in which so much has already
been accomplished."

Bacu made no effort to escape, apparently, and refused to discuss the
shooting. He (ltd not deny U and
when asked about the gun, said that
he would produce It ut the proper
time. Tho gun had not been found
at 4 o'clock, though the officers mado
a diligent search for it. It is believed
to have been a
A small
boy living In tho neighborhood of the
saloon where the shooting occurred,
told the officers that he aw Baca
give the pistol to another native, but
this man could not be located. Baca
was hurried to .the city jail and later
taken to the county Jail for safe keeping.
His only request was that his
relatives at anta Fe be notified.
Zunono Culled fur His Fntlier.
K. J. Duggan, a bollermaker, who
was standing about thirty yards from
tho Zanone saloon at the tlrno of the
person to
shooting, was the flr.-reach the wounded man. Duggan said
that Baca passed out of .the saloon as
he went in. There ks a thin board
partition between the front door and
the bar. As he reached tho door in
this partition, ho met Leo Z.inone. The
latter placed his hand over his heart
and said that ho was shot.
"I am killed," Duggan says the Injured man said. "Call papa. He shot
me," and Zanone pointed toward the
door through which Baca had just
passed.
Duggan says that he pushed the boy
into a chair, secured a wet towel and
placed it over the wound.
The elder Zanone was helf asleep
In a barber chair in a barber
shop
next to his saloon at the time of the
shooting. He was aroused and told
that his son was shot. The old man
would not believe it at first. He rushed to the saloon, half shaved, and
found his son sitting in a chair, with
a stream of blood (lowing down his
chest.
A boy was sent on a bicycle to
summon City I'hysician Peurce. The
sheriff's office and police station were
notified by telephone. Dr. Pearce,
Deputy Sheriff Fred Heyn and Policeman Harry Cooper took the same
car to the scene of the shooting. The
officers soon learned that Baca was
still In the neighborhood and in anticipation of trouble, loosen their pistols In their hoUftere. Baca was
traced down the street to the Frac-aro- li
saloon, through an alley and out
on to Third street, where he was taken Into custody without trouble- - He
had about $5 In in nicy and a few
papers In his pockets.
After making a hurried examination of the wound. Dr. Pearce ordered
an ambulance and nad Zanjne taken
to the hospital.
The Bullet Removed.
Zanone suffered excruciating pains
but remained conscious all the way
to the hospital and bore the probing
of the bullet with set teeth. The SAX FRANCISCO ni(IBIl
years.
finxTEXcrm
bullet entered the left breast about a
San Francisco, Dec. 31. E. A.
half Inch below the collarbone, paswed
over the heart cavity, through the Blake, a contractor convicted of atupper part of the left lung, and lodg- - tempting to bribe J. M. Kelly, a prospective Juror in the Ruef trial, to vote
for ocqulttal, was today sentenced to
(Continued on Page Four.)
four ycat in the penitentiary.
t
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Will Vole for
Bond Issue.

)

NOW SURE

SHOiV

as a Member
PUBLIC SENTIMENT
of the House and Goes to the
Senate WUh Support of
Unamlnlty of Opinion In Every
United Pcirly In
on Two Important
Ohio.

He Has Served Well

In-'ter- vltw

Questions--

Says Matter

Alderman

Columbus, Dec. tl. Definite announcement was made from his headquarters here this morning that
Charles P. Taft had withdrawn from
the senatorial fight In tlie interests of
harmony. It was also stated that the
Hamilton county delegation, tho backbone of the Taft strength, would be
delivered to Congressman
Theodore
K. Burton, thus Insuring his election
as the successor of Foraker. Taft
Issued a statement in which he said:
"My candidacy from the beginning
seems to have been misunderstood. I
have been representd as urging my
own personal ambition at the expense
of the Republican harmony and success. Tho imputation was unjust but
that Is of no moment now. The
cause exists no longer. I yield my
personal ambition for the accomplish,
ment of better and more Important
things.
."I havo long had an ambition to be
senator from Ohio. I sought the
honor without reliance on the popularity or prestige of any other man
and rspeclally without the expectation that my motives would be misunderstood. '
"Conditions now arise which Impose a h'.Khe iutv unon me than the
'

unibiWthat aperiiOiiat
prolonged

Brutltlt:a:Jr.n
tlon. It is clear

my-- '

-

con-

test for the senatorshlp would divide
the Republican party in Ohio and I
am not willing to be responsible for
this division. I therefore withdraw as
a candidate for the senatorshlp and
with grateful appreciation I release
my friends from further effort In my
behalf."
Later in the day Senator Foraker
issued a statement In which he withdrew from tho contest, thus leaving
the field clear for Burton.
Theodore R. Burton, who will be
elected Senator from Ohio, served as
a member of the Fifty-firCongress,
was defeated for
in 1890,
but was elected to the Fifty-fourCongress and has been a member of
each succeeding Congress.
While In that body he served as a
member of the river and harbors
committee and later became Its chairman. While at the head of the committee he took an active part In furthering plans for deep waterways.
In 1907 he was nominated by the
Republicans for mayor of Cleveland,
and carried on a spirited campaign
against Tom Johnson, but was defeated. Burton is a lawyer by profession.
He is also an authority on finance and
has published several books on the
subject.
Iater In the day Governor Andrew
Harris and eneral J. Warren Kelfer
also withdrew and It Is stated that
former Lieutenant Governor Harding
will drop out of the race.' The friends
of Senator Charles Dick are greatly
concerned in the events of the day.
It has been the rule In Ohio politics
that the northern and southern ends
of the state should alternate In naming senators. As both Burton and
Dick and from the north it is said
the senatorshlp will go to a southern
man In 1911. Many believe that Taft
will renew his efforts then and friends
of Foraker say he will also be In the
race two years from now.
st

th

Is Now in Hands of Voters

ar.dThey MustDsclde.
That the people are thoroughly
aroused to the fact that Albuquerque
must Install a sewer system without
further delay, becomes more and
more apparent as the days pass.
Citizen reporters who are endeavoring to secure expressions of opinion
on the subject, tind that those who
favor the Immediate construction, of
a eewer system and the voting of
bonds for that purpose, number ten
to one to those who either do not
care or who are not giving the matter
.
due attention.
The expressions obtained from all
classes of cltisens are Interesting for
several reasons. The mot noticeable
feature Is the unanimity on the ques
tion of a bond Issue and of prompt
action thereafter In building the sew
,
.
t
er.
A member of 4he city council today
said:
"One thing which must not be lost
sight of in discussing the sewer problem Is that the city council has placed
ltM?lf on record to give the contract
-

-t-

V4wt-lde?8Hetor8,-w-.

obviates sny question as to the lettln
the contract. Therefore the only thing
at issue is to pas the sewer bonds
and provide funds for the work and
the council has placed this matter In
ehape to he voted upon. Tho people
must now remember that upon themselves and not on the city council
will ret the verdict. The stand taken by the Citizen on this question is
an open one and a public spirited one.
I believe the paper's action will bo
endorsed by an overwhelming vot
on January I9th."
The Citizen has selected the following from anlnnumerable number
of interviews, as of Interest to the
people:
Tho Foundation.
J. H. O'RIelly, manager for the Oc
cldental Life Insurance company:
"I am in favor of the bond issue
and think that everybody should not
only vote for It but work for It. Tha
prospective growth of Albuquerqu
will require a larger and better foundation and I think that a complete and
thorough sewerage system would add
materially to this particular and Im-

portant feature."

Wantrt a r
System.
John Borradaile, real estate,
broker and loan agent and owner of
considerable Albuquerque realty:
"I think we ought to have a good
sewer system without delay." .
Good Reason Why.
Emll Mann, of Mann Bros., harness
merchants, who are building a throe-stor- y
building on Copper avenue:
"I know that city employes havi
dug up the old fewer back of my placa
of business twice within ninety days,
spreading germs and a bad odor for s.
block around, and I tfink that it is
time we were getting a new system;
one that will do the work. I am In
favor of the bond Issue and will work
for Jt."
Albuquerque.
I Kempcnlch, dry goods merchant
and property owner:
"I think that we are in need of a
new sewer system. An
city should certainly have an
sewer. I am In favor of the city
issuing bonds and will vote for them.'
Food for Thought.
O. N. Marron. attorney at law and
owner of considerable city property:
The building of this proposed sower system is an absolute necessity. I
fully agree with what The Citizen has
been saying that the health of our
people is of vastly more coneequenca
than any other consideration. We can
not hope for a greater Albu'iuTqua
without u greater and much improved sewer system.
Let's vote the;
bonds and provide the fundi."
Wants I'avliiff Ronds, Too.
D. S. Rosenwald, manager for tha
Itothenberg & Keillors Cigar company
and owner of considerable residence;
and business property:
"You may say that I am In favor of
a new sewer system and the paving
of Central avenue as well. The sewer system we certainly must have. Tha
city has outgrown the old one, and It
seems that a new and larger one la
Col.

le

SUBSCRIPTION

LIST

STARTED FOR ITALIANS

te

Mandalari, paxtor of
the Immaculate Conception church,
has opened a subscription list at the
parochial residence, for the aid of
those who ar suffering and In need
as the result of the great earthquake
in southern Italy.
"I will receive all subscription
which may be sent to me, " .said Father Mandalari today, "and I hope that
all of the people, particularly members of our parish will contribute liberally. All subscriptions which may
be sent to me will bo forwarded without delay to those In charge of the
rescue work In Italy, where I am reliably Informed conditions are no pitiful us to begsar description."
Father Mandalari today received a
visit from a number of Italians and
others of his parish, who asked him
to assist In relieving the distress In the
afflicted districts. In response to their
request, ho started the subscription
and ho will also maka a special collection In church for that purpose. A
number of contributions have already
been received.

Father

A. M.
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The s'.ierifT' red face looked Into
the prison-whit- e
face of the con
1 h y ftnnd nl inc among the
vlct.
SCILsCKUTION HATES.
Florin pines and swamps, but close
. .$.V00
at hand the guards lounged with
ne year by nuill In miIvhiio
. .
.ro their rifles.
One month Ity iiihII
. .
"Bill, i r wlfe' Mck," the sheriff
.00
One iiioiuli by turner wliltlu city limits
Jeered.
"Do you know anything about
Kntcrcd as eooiiil-ola- !
malt'r at llio Pontaflioe of Albuquerque, N. M
her application for my pardon?" th
of March 3, 1879.
ander Act of Court
convict faltered.
i'he HherilT hurst Into loud luuRh- The only llluot rated daily newspaper In Now Mexico ami the best ad
ter. "Why, Bill, that's all a bluff.'
ertlsniK medium of llie Southwest.
he said. "You won't pet no pard n:
it s a divorce .he-Kolnjr tu get, and
Till.' Al.ltl'OI'K.ItUI'P. DTtzm IS
The leading l; piililliim dally and weekly newspaper of Ute Kouihvm. then" He bent forward and w ii pered Into the convict's car.
Tlie salvoeatc ol Itt'imhlttKii prtmlplcs and the "huuare imhi.
You
lie, you cur!" the convict
hissed.
His fist crashed nquarely .nto
IE ALItt'QCF.RQrK CIT17.K.N II A
tcTiirtiiioiii In Nrw Mcvi.
the sheriff jaw, nn.1 the man fel
riw Hnnt pnnliMMil
senseless.
The latent repon ty Awwla I l I'rvm ami Auxiliary News Service
Tile convict
breathing
listened.
hard. Through the pine' trees
we get tsT vkwskihst."
he
could see the guards playing cards
"0
L) ii
VfEXl
!
upon the ground, their rifle besld
Kvidently th y 'had
We favor the Immediate .ilirnff i of the territories of New Mexico and th'-mheard
n.
Republican national Platform.
nothing. Then, beml.ng low, he je
Arizona as seuorate stales i tlie
g;in to wriggle along the ground In
the direction of the palmetto swamps,
thirty yards away.
If he could gain the shelter of
these he could break his way out at
nightfall, and hit the trail for th
settlement of Okeebo, twelve miles
vauuevme career i.ir mum"- away, where Mary lived.
Helen Bertram has given upTi
Two years ago, actuated by that
hood and home.
ap fury that beseta the Southerner when
!
i..t'. tniu nhnut art." she paid, as she1 prepared for her final
have a home and a daugh- any Insult Is offered to his womanpearance. "What's art compared to the home?
else. But my kind, he had shot und almoMt kill
ter. Ai.Dlause 18 mine tod- y. Tomorrow It goes toaresomebody
the things worth while ed Hlckson for a few words addresshome and my daughter ar mine indeed, and they
ed half Jokingly, to his young wife.
In life."
He hud been tried at Tampa,
and,
um la a tvluo hend ai i a true heart.
out
for
cut
career
daughter
her
has
unjustly as most thought, sentenced
Tne woman who has a home and a
to serve for live years In tho conher by the Almighty.
then Hlckson,
She has the true gold, and can well afford to give up for it the tinsel of vict camp. Since
who had been elected sheriff, had
of
feeling
sway
tho
to
be
to
able
never ceased to Jeer at him and en
It must seem fine to a talented woman
vast audiences with her song. But it must be Infinitely finer to her to soothe deavor to do him evil. The few vis
tier own little girl to sleep with a lullaby. sweet. But the lisplngs of a wom- its which were permitted his wife
were held In the presence of the Jail
Kipples and roars of applause must be
ors; they were kept apart;
they
an's own child mu-- t be sweeter.
In
professions
the
could suy nothing that was not over
True, there Is a place on the stage and in business and
good
making
country
are
In
this
heard. Yet he had always believed In
for women. Hundreds of thousands of them
doctors and her loyalty now?
In public life, as teachers, stenographers nurses, clerks, actresses,
perfaithfully
are
They
or
hinder them.
Of course he would be recaptured
en lawyers. And none would bar
forming noble service for humanity.
at the door, hut he must see Her,
,
daughters.
But few of them have homes and
mut have one moment's word with
The woman who has theBe and properly cherishes them need have no her to learn the falseness of Hick- sisters.
brilliant
more
nvy for her strenuous and seemingly
son's monstrous Insinuations.
Hers is the Jewel of great price. She may think sometimes that life Is
Suddenly he heard shouts behind
So,
do
alas!
she.
than
dull and drudging. But so do the others far oftener
him. Bullets began to zip among
II of us.
the needles of the pines. He sped
lifts us In this life to on, desperately.
ilut If there la anything that, more than all else,gives
of
foretaste
us
Infinite,
and
true purposes, sets us in tune with the
He was some twenty yards from
heaven; it is that little corner In God's creation we call home.
the swamps when he felt a blow
can
to
hugged
dog
her
scented
heart
with a rlbbonel and
The
upon the thigh that sent him
Imagli.e she knows love.
prawling to the ground. Blood was
luxmay
knows
she
appointed
hotel
elegantly
think
The woman In the
liowlng from a bullet wound. He
ary.
floundered on desperately, a moment
The woman In the childless mansion may think she knows wealth.
and the palmetto tangles and friendhappiness.
may
knows
cares
she
no
think
The woman who has
ly reeds
had sheltered him. He
But the woman in her own home, with her own child at her breast, plunged through the shallow water
do.
all
the
others
better
than
knows all these, and she knows them
and sat cowering in safety at last,1
The home may be humble but it Is her home.
while the voices of his baffled pur
'
may
care,
is
It
child.
her
but
be a
The child
suers could be heard as they caHed
woman
for
ages
woman
was
motherhood,
created
since
And in all the
one 10 anoiner.
(
nature has not changed one whit.'
The blood was spurting from his
wound, but. binding It tightly with
inA Daniel has come to Judgment In the Vermont legislature with a bill
trip from his coarse cotton shirt,
tended to guard newspapers against "fakers," It makes the giving of false he succeeded In staunching It. Then,
by
ranging
a line
news to a newspaper with Intent to deceive, punishable
faint, but resolute, he waited
for
from $S to t0 for each offense. We hope that the Vermont law makers will night. At last the sun sank. The
lose no time In making the bill a statute. Its enactment will fill a long feK guards had ceased to call. Doubtless
want of Vermont editors and blaze the way for the relief of those of other they were watching the roads.
states. One Vermont paper has been victimized by a practical Joker who by
He crept out through the reeds.
false representations procured the publication of a "marriage notice," Weak, limping, hardly able to push
greatly to the annoyance of the editor and the parties untruthfully said to his tired feet forward, he struggled
have wedded. A few years ago a Massachusetts paper had a similar unhappy on manfully, until
last, shortly beexperience, despite the precautions It had taken to guard itself against Im- fore the dawn he atsaw the outlying
position. On a larger scale the New York World confesses itself victimized settlement before him. The build
Interview. The Joker should be made to pay ings loomed up darkly under
In the matter of the Hale-Kaisthe
for his humor, and the Imposter treated to a touch of the law's severity. moon. But there was a light
in one
There is a popular Impression that all la grist that comes to the mill of a
In Mary's house.
newspaper that the editor will publish and does publish everything the neighHe crept up stealthily.
bors bring in. whereas, the truth is what Is tendered for publication is care- no sound. In the high roadHehe made
saw.
Boston Transcrpt.
fully scrutinized as to Its authenticity.
not thirty paces away, the dark figure of a man seated on horseback,
That army recruiting officers should have rejected eight times as many hie rifle on his arm. He nassed it
applicants for enlistment because of "alcoholism" the last year as in the safely; he as
creeping to the door
preceding Is cited by a service paper as a wonderful circumstance In view of when his foot caught in some
creepthe spread of prohibition sentiment. Two years ago the rejections for this ers and he fell. An Instant later the
cause averaged about 10 per 1,000 of applicants, but the surgeon general'
guard was galloping up.
report. Just issued. Indicates that in the twelvemonth covered by It they rose
sprang to his feet and
The
to 75 per 1.000. As the regulations governing enlistments have not been dashed convict
open the door. He stumbled
changed in the Interval,, the difference is not to be accounted for by their In- upon the threshold
fell forward
creased stringency. Officers are wondering if there Is an increase in hard swooning. Yet, evenand
drinking among the people generally proportionate to the percentage of "al- ity, he daw two figuresIn inthat extrem
the room
coholics" among those who enter recruiting offices. Possibly an explanation Mary and a gentleman of bearing
who
Is found in business depression compelling many hard drinkers who ordiooked like a prosperous lawyer from
nary find some civil employment to choose between enlisting and starving. Tampa.
There Is so much good material offering now that officers have no temptation
was true, then, what Hlckson
to let down the lines even In favor of moderate drinkers. Boston Transcript. hadIt told
him. In his despair he did
not see how the armed guard sudden
A new watch has been invented for the use of physicians and nurses In ly halted as the stranger lifted his
counting the pulse. The watch Indicates, without mental calculation, the hand. But he felt his wife's arms
r.umber jf teats of the pulse In a minute. It operates on the principle about him as he looked up with
By pressing the push button a large second hand Is set In darkening sight.
of a
motion, and the counting of the pulsations begins. At the twentieth pulsa"Well, dear," she
"This
tion the motion of the hand is stopped by another pressure of the push but- is Governor Burgess. sobbed.
He came himton. The dial accurately Indicates the exact number of pulsations per min- self last evening and
then we
ute. A third pressure on the push button brings the hand back to the start- heard you had escaped, and
see lie
ing point. The use of this Instrument does away with the necessity of ob- waited. See!"
She held up a sheet
serving the progress of the watch while taking the pulse, and In addition, se- of paper. "He has
pardoned you."
cures an absolutely correct record. The instrument is also a chronographic
counter, facilitating the making of observations, which are automatically recorded in mlnutea, seconds and fifths of a second. A small dial placed below
. TAFI SELECTS
the 12 records minutes from 0 to 30. The large hand records seconds and
fifths of a second.
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Ifldlra and Girls' t'oats, Indies' Suits,
jiiIU-s- '
and Girls' Wool Glove, dime
and look.
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Hie Oltlzea Is .1
home neper. It is either
delivered by carrier at
the house or la carried
home by tho bwtlness
man wliiii his day's work
Is done and It
STAYS
THERE. A morning paper Is usually 'carried
down town by the head
of the famtlfr and
IteiaiiMe
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her-rlcd-

Iter Career

I
COVBlSHT

U I!. (UMirc. PRIZE
Omaha. Neb.. Dec. 30. Here Is
the champion
corn grower of the
United States, U B. Clore of Franklin, Inrl.
For the second time Clore
has won the sliver grand premier
sweepstakes trophy, valued at $1,000.
for the 619 ears of corn shown nt the
nut'cnal corn exposition at Omaha.
Clore has also won a prize of

CnilX,

AND TROPHY.
EOU NEW YEAR CAKES
$1,000 in gold and $300 In other our facilities are always equal to the
prizes ottered by other states.
greatest demand, and we have al
He won this trophy also last year ways been successful winning popular
ut Chicago.
appreciation by the excellence of our
The trophy was founded by the
Ingredients
our baking, as qualcommlion to tho national corn ity of the and
highest grade is our de- shew exposition and the money for It mand. For appetizing and

was subscribed among the corn
ers of Indiana.

grow-

Washington have yearn- The rapid Increase In our business
Kclyea was the guest of Is due to good work and fatr treatMrs. McLean at the latter's summer ment of our patrol Ilubbs Ijsnndry.
home the last season, and through
her hostess, met many of the so
CITIZEN
cially elect, who undoubtedly
WANT ADS
will
figure In her future calculations.
BRtNO RESULTS
secretaries
f.d.

The Citizen ts not read
hurriedly, but thoroughly so that all advertisements receive their shore
of attention. It preaenta
the store news
little
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time
to plan a shopping tour
for the next morning.

.a

j

luscious
flavor, our cakes and pastry are un- -'
excelled, and we make every kind that
Is possloly called for by our patrons.

In

Mrs.

Pioneer Bakery,

T

207 South First St.
CXJCXJOCXXXXJOCXXXXXXXJOO

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND

B A NK
OF

INSUSRASitD rACIUTIr

THEi

COMMEH C K

LIJDQDKRQlTE. N. M

Km ends to Depositors Every Proper Accomm. Klat.cn
and Solicits New Accounts

FOR RENT

CA PITAL.

WLie advertisers patronize The Cttlaesi bacaawe
they know their adver-

Store Rooms on First st. anil
Wort Central avc. Store mom
on Fifth
between West Cen-trand Gold.

tisements are ecu and
read at the homes in Die
evealng, aad If Uiey are

al

FOR SALE
from i lly

8 acres,

offering something worthy of attention, their
d has accomplished Its
mission.

miles

7

at a bargain.

M. L. Schatt

I

S150.000

ill Fonth Second Street.

I

ooooooooocxoxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

OrriCKRB A MO DIRBGTORm

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

SOLOMON LUNA, President
STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh.
J. C. Baldridge,
A. M. Blackwe I,
O. E. Cromwell.

W. S.

The Citizen has never
Riven premium
to subscribers but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits,
showing
Uiat its subscribers nave
money with which to bay
wlmt they Want from
legitimate
mcrcliants.
These are- - the peopl
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

LIVERY, SALE, FEET)
'D
TRANSFER STABLE
Horse and Mules bought
4 Ex.
ohangsd.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TH
CTTT
Seooad Street between Cent
a
Copper Are.
-

er

Neighbors of a small boy who received a t'y drum for Christmas are so
annoyed by the noise he makes that they are going to present him with a new
knife on New Year's Day in the hope that he will stick the blade through the
head of the drum.
Now that the complete returns of the November election are at hand, the
will look In vain for the results which were supposed to

student of politics

come from the Bed Special, which carried Debs from coast to coast.

General Aiitone Simon is now president of Haytl. A few weeks ago Genleading a motley band of rebels, gome men
eral Simon was a
are born great while others JuHt naturally shoot themselves Into oillee.
bush-whack-

Albuquerque has a man who has never spoken an unkind word to his
wlf- -.
flu: is not as proud of him. however, as he might be, because he Is
deaf and dumb, nearly blind and has never bi t ri married.
Albuquerque wears an air of education this wi k which makes Boston
cr two hundred teachers pent Ihe week lur attending
take a back scat.
the Session of the Educational Association.

si

As a gentle reminder, the Citizen alls aitmllou to the f.u-ends today and think how long it will be until the next oik

that leap year

Traces of a piehNtorlc city have been discovered in Arizon.i and
from what remains the population was at one time solidly
You can always count on your lingers, even if you
.No,

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter

AfSteS

can't

on

;our friends.

MuuJe, a thirst for knowledge can not be quenched by a highball.

SOCIAL

and Builder

a a a a

VIII
t Lit riUMiM'ii I
tllu.
trt'Htt of tlie
liiu House In
Her Social Dulles.
Washington, Dec. 31. Mrs. Klin nor Relyea, a $1,000 clerk in the
signal office of tho war department
will be the next social secretary of
the White House, and Miss lsabelle
liagner, who now dictates the social lLsts of the president's wife, will
step from that coveted position back
Into the ranks of government clerks
by executive order and will be given
a position in the surgeon general's
cfflee of the war department.
Unofficial announcement of these changes
has been made In Washington.
Mrs. Relyea is identified with the
social set In Washington, though In a
seml-soclsense. She has gained a!
certain amount of distinction through
her ability as a bridge whist player,
and has made a little pocket money
"on the side." so to bpeak, by tak- ing bridge classes among the social
ut Washington.
utOne
of her widely
known pupils
was Mrs. John It. Mclxan. and it Is
understood that Mrs. McLean was
Instrumental In obtaining for Mrs.
Relyea the position at the White
lioiwv for which a hundred roclal
al

j

Phones:

Shop 1065; Residence 561

Attended

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

ZTlS
mm

T. E.

N. M.

PLANING

MILL

E

Medicine That Is Meillclne.
"I hare suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found a remedy that

Purdy,

keeps me well, and thst remedy Is
Electric Bltterp; a medicine that Is
medicine for stomach and liver troubles, and for run down conditions."
saye W. C. Klestler. of Halllday, Ark.
Electrlo Bitters purify and enrich the
blood, tone up the nerves, and Impart visor and energy 40 the weak.
Tour money will be refunded If It
tails to help you. 60c at all druggist.
WOODMEN OF TIIE WORLD
Meet Every Friday Evening
at Sharp.
FOREST AT 212 4 W. Central
E. W. Moore, OL
D. E. Philllpa, Clerk.
403 West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL
COME

a

IN

The Cltiaon employs a
man wlmee business It la
to look after your advertising .wauts.
He will
write your copy If yon
wish. If not, he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their beat
aad he will attead to
them from day to day.

T1IE OLDEST MILL IX TUE GOT
When In need of sash, door frame
ete. Screen work a specialty. 40
South Flint Sreet. Telephone 41.

Agent

ECONOMY

z

to

Tickets will be sold to points on A.

ALBUQUERQUE,

full information.

X

Promptly

Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.

Mexico and El Paso, Tex., at fare
and one-tbir- d
for round trip.JDates
of sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 1908,
and'Jan. 1, 1009; return limit Jan.
4, 1909. Call at ticket office for

StChHARY

Jobbing

Account Christmas and New
Jears Holidays
T. & 0. F. Ry. in Colorado, New

h.

President Gomes of Venezuela' has released all political prisoners and all
the enemies of the late Castro, but that does not mean that the prisons of
Venezuela are empty. With becoming tact, Mr. Gomes has placed behind the
bars, all the friends of the late Castro on whom he could lay his hands.

ly

read.

-

stop-watc-

11. tuna

:

Special Clothing
and Shoe Sale

Till: (IIMK'T.

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLEK
PRtSI tNT

CHAMPION CORN

IBTEMn

Are you advertising la
The Citizen? Your competitors are, and are
profiting by It. Do yoa
think conservative bast-nemen are spending
money where Uiey ar
not getting rem lis? Get '
In tlie swim and
your business grow.
ea

ntii

j
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LUMBER

Is the Best

KILL the COUGH
It makes no difference to

whether your bill of material be fi r a chicken aop or the largest building in
the country, we are prepared to furnish the same at
lowest prices Our lumber is well seasoned, which
makts it worth 15 per cent more to the buildin
than
the lumbor you have l ei n t uing. Tr us.
u

SUPERIOR LUMBER
FIRST

STREET.

S.u!b of Viaduct,

&

AND

CURE

ft

Iff.

LUNCS

Advertising
Medium

Dr. ling's
New Discovery
WITH

prm

MILL CO.
ALCUQ'JERQUE,

THE

ND

Ut

in

OLUH

Vrl.l BnHl. Cm
THR0T AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Albuquerque

GUARANTEED SATISFAOTQiiV
OB MONEY BEiUNDEX.

r

HOW

ALBUQUERQUE

SI, 1K8.

TIICTIMAY. DECEMBER

TIE CZAR EN6LANQ

ID

IS

ALSO PROFIT

S

SHAK

SCALE

DEFICIT

OF EVENTS

paub Tniun.

ployment that he had proposed to
tart them.
In conolu!on he declared that the
tenor of their decision twelve months
hence did not occasion him the slightest anxiety. He did not consider H
moment, because he believed
for
that having' once experienced the
practical working of the scheme they
would be
for tho rest of
their lives.
At the close of the address Councilor LIiMle. urged the men, even under most Instating conditions, to ad
here to their side of tho bargain,
namely not to strike.
'"There will
now be light heart.." he said, "In
many homes where for long gloom
has reigned."

ON A LARGE

L

ifll'Iim.

Outlook

Th

He Has a Special Journal. The Government Is Seeking British Company Has Plan to
y
Permit Employes Large
Ways to Reduce tho
Only One Copy of Which Is
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications,
Share of the
as they cannot
Increasing
Printed to Tell Him.
reach the diseased portion of the Mir.
way
only
one
mere
to cure aear- is
Gains.
Debt.
ofM, and that Is by constitutional rem-

for a
Prosperous

Con-stantl-

Petersburg. Dec. 31. For a
long time it has been thought that
the life of Caar Nicholas II resembles
that of a prisoner, and that all knowledge of what Is going on in Russia at
large la carefully kept from his cars.
All the responsibility for the horrors that have made Russia eham-ble- s
has been places uponf those who
surround him the nobles and the bureaucracy: the cuir himself being described as a good, harmless man, who
with a different environment and better counselor, would rule hU empire to universal satisfaction.
Access, however, has lately been
obtained to the cxar's library, which
has led to the discovery of the kind
nf literature, which Nicholas II is
to the
In' the habit of reading, and Journal,
discovery also of the Czar
whlph, although it had been heard of
for years has hitherto never been
.seen by any one except his Immediate
advisers;
At the express wish of the ciar
r.ly one manuscript copy of this Jour-a- l
Is privately ieitued by the members of the committee of censors of
foreign literature Under the Immediate direction of the minister of tho
interior and It can be Imagined how
difficult It must have been for any
one else to see it.
Ten to fifteen folio volume of this
work have appeared yearly, of 500 to
00 pages apiece, and to these volumes have been added a "number of
printed material,
reviews, letters.
. brochures, manifestos, lottery tickets
of the revolutionary Red Cross etc.
On every volume aro notes by the
minister of the interior or his assistant Mating the place and time at
which the czar read the Journal and
U remarks concerning M. Marginal
ntes have also been added by Lieutenant-General
Von Hesse the court
favorite. The additions of the minister of the interior, Goremykln, and
his assistant In the reproduction ol
the Journal Baron Jukull were com
piled from these notes.
To Judge by the table of contents
f this publication NMcholas 11 would
seem to be one of the best Informed
persons In Russia concerning the revolution and He history for through
the perusal of this Journal he must
have been aware' of almost every eti
tail of the revolutionary struggle since
St.

.

1897.

'

,

Accounts of the arrests f notable
the risings of the
revolutionaries
peasants the strike the suppressed
printing houses clubs nd unions; the
relation of the homo revolutionaries
to
with those who had emigrated
Sngland and Switzerland; the newly
published revolutionary books, bruch-(ire- s
and proclamations (even Klara
Zetkln's pamphlet on the economic
position of women is mentioned); the
persecution of the Jews; the quarrels
between the nihilist.", are all to be
'jiind In the Journal.

P,
H

j
,

L.

OOL1U HN EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY.
212 Wort Silver Avenue.

Help, all kinds, furnished on short
notice. Give us your orders If you
eed help. Unemployed, list with us
M you want work.
Wanted Carpenters, Nj. 1 Machinist, good blacksmith and good woman
cook. At once.
o

patlon, Doan's Ttogulets relieved and
strengthened the bowels, so that they
have been regular ever since." A. E.
Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs, Tct.

edies. Dearneaa Is caused by an Inflamed condition of he mucous lining
yy nen
or me r.imt ncnian
tni
London, Dec. SI. Kir Christopher tube
la Inflamed you have a rumbling
hearing!,
Imperfect
or
sound
and when
Furness, M. P., addressing a specially It
is entirely closed, Ueaineea Is lit
convened mass meeting of his work- result, and unless the Inflamatlon can
De taken out and this tube restored to
ers at West Hartlepool, on his co- its normal condition, hearing wu. be
forever ;nlne caes out of ten
partnership scheme, said the full ca- destroyed
are caused oy uaierrn, wnicn is nothpacity of the yards In which the ex- ing but an Inflamed condition of the
aurracee.
periment would be tried was twenty-fou- r mucous
We will give one Hundred Dollars for
any
case
of aJeefnesa (caused by casteamers. He had decided at tarrh,
that cannot be eured by Hall s
once, on his own account, to give
Catarrh Cure. Bend for circulars free.
CO- - Toledo, O.
F. J. CHEN BY
ders for six vessels at the Harbor
Bold by Druggists, tta.
Take Hall a amlly 1'llle tor
dockyard and six to Middleton (Ship-d-

tun.
London, Dec. SI. Lloyd George,
has
Chancellor of the Exchequer,
one of the biggest and most thankless tasks of his political life ahead
of him. It is nothing more nor less
than the devising of new methods of
taxation to meet the rapidly increasing national deficit. , As he himself
has picturesquely described it, he
"look for new hen roosts to
i
rob," and predictions are now in or- and are being widely made as to vari, ordPr which carried with them
r"-- I
the , articular quarter of the
d
the building of twelve sets of
he will turn his attention to.
EATHQUAKE RECORLS
have been put ln
Various tchemi
forward, more or .ea authoritatively,! This and other statements were rebut In almost every case It was evl- - ceived with murked enthusiasm. The
In view of the. earthquake which
dent that the wish was father to the meeting was held In the Grand
has devastated southern Italy and the
As far as the chancellor ster and 3 000 workmen crowded the
Sicily, a comparison of Lie
Island
himself is concerned, he has but to building. Councilor Llddle of the record of
earthquakes, shows thut the
of
presided,
Society,
who
de
de-Joincra'
of
old
the
records
i
examine the
one Monday will take
high rank
to cured his confluence that the who.e among
partment over which he rules
similar occurrences In history.
of scheme was a most sincere and earn-a- ll
find an almost endless variety-meanThe record shows the following:
trial.
etLooking
of "raising the wind,"
Place
Tear. Lives Lost
to the Immediate future,
of them, tried and found ueful by
1137
1,000
he was not without hope that. If they Catania, Sicily
his predecessors In office
Syria
20 000
1158
For instance there was the "chim- -' could only nil their building berths. Clllcla
1268
60.000
ney money." In 1662 Parliament and as a result of their more
1456
40.000
and efficient Naples
a tax of fifty cents a year on monlous, industrious
30,000
1535
every chimney In England. Some working could secure at the end of Lisbon
70,000
1626
Idea of the enormous amount such a twelve months profits su:h as had Naples
1667
5.000
tax would vield today can be gath- - been made In good years in the shlp- - Itagusn
1672
80.000
ered when It Is said that a majority building Industry, the proportion of- Schamaki
3,000
of the houses of London and the oth- - surplus divided accruing to the em- Port Royal, J am a lea. 162
100,000
1693
er big English cities boast as many ploye' share would be a distinct con. Sicily . .,
1703
5.000
as fifteen chimneys apiece. Few of federation alongside the 4 per cent Aquia. Italy
200,000
1703
them have Its than ten. That it paid on their share contributions; and Jedo, Toklo
15,000
1706
proved a heavy burden in those days in vl'v of the necessary allowances Abruzzi Italy
20.0110
1716
is evident, for it was Immensely un- - which must be set aside for rieprecia Algier
1726
6,000
popular. Pepys records three months tlun, improvements and reserve, he Palermo
1731
100,000
after the passing of th. law; "Much! we catlstied that In a few years his China
1731
1.900
would find
that their iNaples
clamor aealnst the chimney money
8.000
and the people say they will nut pay shares had become materially enhanc-i- t 'Lima and Culls j ...1746
1754
40.000
ed in value. Hut. after all, It 'was not iGrand Cairo
without force."
40,000
Kaschan, Persia .... 175.
A little over a hundred jtara ago pounds, shillings and pence, but
60,000
.1755
clock, either Inside or outside jsonnl peace, Individual freedom from Lisbon .
12,000
1755
a house, was taxed fl.ib a year. II worry on the part or them all, wmcn Fez, Morocco
20,000
1759
you were lucky enough to own a gold he pictured as the best dividend to Syria
1.600
.1767
watch and It came to the official no- be anticipated as an outcome of Martlnico
4k"., 000
1780
Taurla
tice you were compelled to add 12. DO their new departure.
1783
30.000
to the public exchequer. If your
Touching one the Increased efficien- Calabria
1797
40.000
spending money was limited and cy of the establishment
and without Bolivia
6.000
1805
your time piece sported only a sil- wishing to fill the part of the Phari- Naples
2,000
.1818
ver case, $1.75 was demanded of you. see he hoped that another indirect Kutch, India
20,000
1822
Furthermore, your Jeweler was com- consequence of the closer form of as- Aleppo
6,000
pelled to pay a tux of AO cfents a year sociation would be the cultivation on Murcia, Spain ......1828
60,000
Canton, China . ..,.1S30
for the privilege of selling such lux- the part of all of a keen sense of
T. . 1835
1,000
uries to you.
ij
and a recognition of tho duty Calabria ..
1839
700
One of the most curious of all the which became ail good citizens. Can- Martinique
taxes was that Imposed upon win- didly he regarded a drastlce reform of Cape Haytlen, Santo
dows.
Domingo
5,000
1842
This ranged from tl for one the licensing laws as a national neto six windows to $240 every twelve cessity from the point of view of the Pointe a Pltre, Gua6,000
deloupe
1843
months for 180 windows. The quite efficiency of Industry. Excesses alike
14,000
1851
naturnl result of this tax was the In drinking and in gambling consti- NIelfl, Italy
closing up of many of the windows tuted a serious national danger. Any Great Sanger1
3,000
1836
Parliament promptly government ought to be thanked by Calabria
with bricks.
10.000
1851
two
a
devised
trick worth
of that all good citizens for a sturdy stand In Quito
5,000
1859
nnd Imposed a tax of SI. 25 upon the matter of a reform, of the licens- Asia Minor
6.000
1859
every 1 000 bricks. The legislators ing laws. That was what he might Mendota, Sicily .......1861
7,000
"put the lid on It," however, when call a very pertinent digression from Manila
1863
1.000
they Imposed a tax of $5. a year on the theme of hiB remarks.
1.000
Mytylene
..1867
everybody who used hair powder.
25,000
After stating that the work of the Peru and Ecuador. . 1867
14,000
construction of these vessels would Santander, Colombia 1875
Feel languid, weak,
1881
40.000
in a short time, he paid he Java
Headache? Stomach "off?" Just a begin
18S2
4,000
at the expiry Sclo
plain ense of lazy liver. Burdock Blood hoped and believed Inthat
1885
14.000
the construction Asia Minor
the time taken
Hitters tones liver and stomach, pro- of
30,000
1887
of the twelve steamers they would find Cashmere
motes digestion, purifies the blood.
1887
2.300
themselves In possession of orders for The Riviera
4,000
1888
(he remaining twelve steamers to Tunnan, China
5,000
1891
keep the two yards fully employed for Japan
Send for Our Select List of
30.000
the whole of 1980, and despite the Mont Pelee eruption. 1902
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
1.500
pessimism of the (shipowners and the Valparaiso .. ......1906
whereby you can Insert dls- 1906
452
undoubted gloom of the moment he San Francisco
play ads in all papers for
1,100
entertained strongly the belief that Kingston, Jamaica ..1907
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
I
at the end of twelve months certainThe Puke Aclvertlslnu Agency,
I
ly at the opening of 1810 they would
Incornorateil.
find the general conditions of trade SANTA FE 10 BUILD
427 S. Main St. 12 Gresry St
such as to enable the yards to
Los Angeles. Cal. San Francisco.
ue In the same way in regard to em- HUE
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TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

s

har-vot-

a

Prepare to get your
share of Prosperity
by Advetising in

!

per-evp-
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self-respe- ct
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The Leading Evening Newspaper of New Mexico
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SEARCHLIGHT

LOVE'S NEW YEAR'S GIFT

known to the Santa Fe. The first
data, drawings and estimates on the
branch into Searchlight Included the
Albnqnerqne Foundry and Machio; Works
canyon and on through to Cedar
City in Utah.
,
,
B. P. J1AIJY n. ilaei
It took the Santa Fe a number of T ?Ura. Grade Bare, Babbitt
Metal; Columns nd ma gioata fee)
but X
jears to get Into Searchlight,
Build In
more rapid action may be expected
Irem
Brasa Cestlngs; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care;
on the Eldorado branch, for the reanvpaur oi aiininr ana Id 111 Machinery
retslaJTJ.
son that the district presents great
ffvuaury naw Mae oi luuiroma xracfeA
rtlrmqfe new. JT. M.
possibilities in the way of outgoing
with Its free
traffic. Searchlight,
milling ores, Is a comparatively small
shipper,
whereas, Eldorado
base
ores predominate.

-

it

a4

a--

Humored Tluit the Road Vlll Invade
Mining District in Nevada.
NOTICE OF FILIXO OF ADMIXIS-TUATOIt'THE STORY OF
FINAL REPORT.
genSan Bernardino, Deo. 31. A
tleman arriving here from Search
Notice Is hereby nven mat the final
announces report of George P. Learnard, adminlight, Nev., yesterday,
that It in reported there on good au istrator of the estate of Sarah E.
thority that the Santa Fe Is about to Overstreet, deceased, was filed In the
undertake extensive construction work probate court of Bernalillo
county
Is on Tuesday, the 8th day of December,
in that section. The company
Oft FURNISHED ROOM
fcaid to bo casting eyes at Eldorado 1908, and that the probata court ha
canyon. Fearful lest competition en- fixed Monday, the first day of Februter the field and cut off the choice ary, 1909. as the day for the hearing
If told in our want columns will
business, now enjoyed with this rap and consideration thereof. All perIdly developing ulstrict, is evidently sona interested In said estate and huv-Inquickly bring you a tenant
Influencing the railroad to consider
any objection to said report are
taking decisive steps, which will for' notified to file the same on or before
tver cinch, not only the patronage said time, otherwise said report may
of Eldorado, but of the adjacent be approved, said administrator discountry.
We will tell the story for you
charged and said estate closed up.
calls
The plan under advisement
18th day of December.
this
Dated
for the bridging of the Colorado river 1908.
and the completion of the circle
One time for 25 cents
GEO. P. LEARNARD.
which now ends at Searchlight and
Administrator.
Three time for 35 cent
Chloride, Ariz.
Such a circle would embrace Nee- ' Our shirt and collar work la per'
Six timet for 50 cents
dles, Ibex, Goffs, Barnwell, Hart, fett. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" la
Nob Hill, Nelson, Eldo-radr
tiling.
lead
nroiM-Wo
other
We assure you that your story
Canyon, White Hills, Chloride the
Kingman and points on the main follow.
will
be read and your want gratCO.
IiAUNDHT
LMPERIAL
line between Kingman and Needles,
ified,
for we are gelting goo J reLikewise there would be Included the
for scores of people daily.
sults
branch running
from Barnwell to
YEARS'
60
Ivanpah.
EXPERIENCE
Speaking of the grade up the can
yon, an
man stated that
he did not consider It would be any
more troublesome than the present
trade on the main line Into Williams,
PHONE
12
a
Ariz. In this day, he said. It was a
l
big load for an engine to pull six or
seven cars, but with the introduction
of larger and more powerful engines
Copyrights SlC.
Irh and dncrtntlnn mar
It was now possible to handle a train
Anrnne tending
our 4jiiiih,ii free whether an
qulrklv
alarum
twenty-odsayby
He
of
concluded
pr..ha.l nuleiitaMn. rwniniunlra.
li!7.M.am
The reason we do so much ItOCGII
A Dangerom Operation,
Ilmiaitrlctlrconudeiitfal. HANDBOOK oul'alents
ing that It would not be a question
irlH-for
tmliita.
nl free,
DltY work la becniwa we do It right la the
of grades but of business.
I'aiauit tiUvn thriiuuh l ui.u a tu. rauol? e
of the appendix by a
and at the price jou cannot afford to surgeon.removal
Just how much credence should be H ill nutlc, lttiulhnria,uiUie
No one who
Ukea Dr.
have It done at home.
given to the report Is hard to say.
Klng a New Life pills la ever eubject-ed
IMPEIUAI,
LAUNDRY.
is
Fe
Santa
has
shown
The
that it
to this frightful ordeal. They
t wrtlr. f .rat fir.
A handaomelf Hlnaf rnf
to
the
fact
alive
that the Salt Lake ClilxlKJll f all? lOl'UUO l"UM;al, Tffl llil. li s
work so quietly you don't feel them.
may at any time build south from
STAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES 111 They cure conatltpaUon,
'ir; f"iir month, U Bolil by all naw"alra,
headacke,
VKST
Las Vegas and cut In on its terriGOLD
EVERY MORNING AT bllltiusnesa and malaria.
MUNN&Co.36,B'"d" Hew York
J50 at all
tory. Nor is the canyon section un- S O'CLOCK.
, IWaaUl Offlom tarft, Waahuitfiuu. K. U
aWoyylets
S

"The Vacant House"
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AMUSEMENTS

OF

rystal Theatre
Home of the High Class Shows

to-la- .e

"Ku

IUuh rated Hcn's
in Spit Li:h- Sons entitled
Was Meant fi r Sn e One."

Moving Pictures

ai.n U;
MI?S AL1 K
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On

General Demand

of the
of the World has
always lx.cn for a simple, pleasant and
efficient liquid laxative remedy of known
vali'e; a Lixativo whicn physicians could
sanction for family use because its com
ponent parts are known to them to be
wholesome and truly beneficial in effect,
acceptable to tho system end gcutlc, yet
prompt, in action.
In supplying that demand with its ex
cellcnt combination of Syrup of Figs and
F.Iixir of Senna, the California Fig Syrup
Co. proceeds ubtijj ethical lines and relief
on the merits of the laxuti vc for its remark
;Un success.
That is one of many reasons whj
Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna is giver.
'M preference by the.
fo get its beneficial effects always buy
the genuine manufactured by the California Fj Syrup Co., only, and for sale
by all leading druggists. Price fifty cent
per bottlo.
Well-inform-

FOLLOW THE CROWD TO THE

Nut

The

PLEAD FOR AID OF WORLD

(CoMiiiuied

Th

SURVIVORS

CITIZEN.

Iroiu Piute

(Inej

I'.g'y d'ffUuJt to deal w!t!i the. frenzied survivors.
.According to report brought In by
priests from t hi town nf ScMla, r
the TainouA ro; k of that mime, the
town has entirely disappeared
and
that owing to alterat .oils In the topography even the s:te has vanished.
I "i Inner Killed.
far la, Dec 31. A special dlspateh
from lioine s.'.y thnt !' Kuests, Including Americans,
Knglish
ai d
French traveler!", wore .laying at tho
Hotel Trlnerla at Menu n a when the
city was eh
They all in r- n.-a-

Ished.

mmm

j J
i

Mi tention

.

Special Midnight Performance

S

Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder.
Drop or Chilled Shot
OUR ASSORTMENT

Mcintosh

i

10

Matinee Every Day at 2:45 p. m.

3

We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Atlantic I'hn-- t to ;o.
.
Washington,
31.
The
grcit
American battle.ohln fleet, built for
the
of destruction may after
Come and usher in tite Xw Year.
tonipht at 11 oV!M'k.
SEE
all go down In
n the greatest
One hour and u half. SPW'I Al, VAUDEVILLE ATTIlAv.'-TIOXhumanitarian agent or modern tlme.
tOH THIS tHOW.
t content with the outpouring of
private charity the American govern
WALTKt; W. YRAKI.E 8nir Writer, Vocalist ami Duciuer
ment will probably direct the great
FKaNK HOi EUT ON H"i rew Monologue.
fleet to v!nit Messina nnd other Itul- DF.CIDE YOURSELF.
n uncial mrprise in the
an port.i. The matter of dlapatching
MIS3LICE Al.EXANDER-wi- th midnight
j erfonnance.
g for the
the fleet In now under consideration The Opportunity Is Here, Racked bj
Spot Lipiit
and a speedy decision In favor of such
Alhiiuucrqno Testliiiony.
OeXMOaO Of0CJOejoiaoilk
employment Is expected. The fleet
Don't take our word ror it.
will arrive at Port Paid, the entrance
Don't depend on a stranger's stateof the Suez canal .Sunday. Here hud- plles will be ruahed aboard and the ment.
IEH
ONE FOR
Retd Albuquerque endorsement.
vessel rushed 1o Sicily.
Read the statements of Albuquer
que citizens.
Nnvil Ship Takes 1wk1.
Three Performances in the Evening"-7-, 8 and 9
And decide for yourself.
Nev York. Dec. 31. The United
SEWERAT ONCE
I
Here is one case of It:
States nnval ship Celtic will sail from
All Seats 10c
Music by the Crystal Orchestr.
J. M. Prker. living at 317 Soutfc
this port today for Messina with
II. '.00.000 worth of navy rations fur Fourth strevi, Albuquerque, N. M.
(Continued from Pago One.)
the Italian tarthquake sufferers. The says: "hum's Kidney Pills are enrations were intended to suddIv the titled to th strongest praise I cat.
give them.
hnttler.hip fleet but the navy depart
I never placed mnok necessary to
the further growth of the
ment has authorized their delivery to faith In patent medicines, but I cat city."
say I have derived more benefit from
he JeMituu. Italians und Slcl'lana.
AliMilutely Ncocnnary.
Doan's Kidney Pills than from an)
other remedy. Several years ago 1
Steel Company Given.
J. A. Huhbs. of the Albuquerque.
New York, Dec. 31. The V. S. Steel began to notice Indications of kidney Laundry and owner of considerable
One
corporation today contributed 125,000 complaint and my condition reached city property:
Merry
to the Red Cross society for the earth the state where 1 was an almost con"We should have a new sewer sysNigat
quake s.ifl'i rers. The Standard
my back tem by all means. I consider that It
Oil stant sufferer from paln-l- n
110,000
and
excontributed
an
trouble
alarming
to
of
Is an aosolute necessity.
the same
nature
The town
W. B. M"re, Mgr.
und Mrs. Russell Rage gave 150.000 isted with the kidney secretions. Oc can't grow any more without it. We
to
one
mayor's
the
occasion
kidney
fund.
the
secretion can't possibly advance any more unThey're Coming Back at Last
stopped altogether and I had to hav der the present conditions. We have
America's Best German Comedians
a physician draw it from ma. At already outgrown the old one and'l
EXCLUSIVE
SALOONKEEPER SHOT WHEN that time I was employed as a loco- think that the sooner we put ln a
motive engineer and had to give up new one the better It Is for all of us.
MOVING PICTURES
this work, as the Jar of the engln We have the opportunity now and
made the pain In my back beyond should accept It."
HE
M.
9
8
AA'D
P.
SHOWS,
INSULT
TWO
y y
n t
endurance.
I suffered from pain
RESENTEDJN
In
their
World
Renowned
Sunday
Saturday
and
Matinee
across my loins and in both sides over
Henry
Yanow,
Up
avenue loa 1
Cheer
Central
Girlie
Piay
p.
S
m.
at
my hips that I, would hare to aH agent and owner of considerable city
down lu a chair and lean my back property:
(Continued from page one.)
against something to support It. At
An Awkanl Habit (Comic)
"We should have a new eewcr sys(Oomlc)
night after I would retire I would not tem by all means. What kind of a
The Antique Wardrobe
ed
edge
Daughter
at
any
sleep
the
of tho left shoulder
mora than an hour before town would we have wKhont a sew
Tle SjnuKKliT b
blade. It was taken out through an the pain would awaken me. About er what kind of a place would It be
(Dramatic.)
Incision
made between the shoulder three months ago I learned about to live In? Tell me? I am going to
The Bee and the Hose
blades In the middle of the back.
(Colored.)
Doan's Kidney Pills and procured a vote for the bonds."
mUSIC-Th- e
kind that makes
Dr
Pearce said that chief danger supply. In a short Urn every diffiSliort Hut fcwect.
your feet ko crazy.
a
from
such
culty was corrected and I have no
wound was. pneumonia,
Frank Sturgcs. one of tho largest
Now Year's lay Matinee S p. m. Q
.
Whli.lt
,
mill
.........
.
oaiiH
.
UN-......
, "Barrels ot .it."
n...
" ' iHV (lUlltiyilQ trouble at all with my back and kid holders of business property 1n the
B
Illustrated ongs
in the lung. This Is'.uie to occur. neys now. On occasions without city: .
QIRLB-Z- l
of the Gingerist in
Other compllca.tlons are ulso prob-'abl- number I have recommended Doan'
By Mrs. Hanlon.
n
"We need a sewer all right,
I
captivity.
Zanone is a very stout man Kidney Pills, and whatever I can saj guess we had better build it." and
ftfltis Jennie Craig, Pianist.
J
ajnd this Is considered against
his for them will alwayj afford ma pleasMuHt Forget Difference!.
(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
lOHances to recover.
ure."
.
One big riot of petticoats,
Dr. B. H. Itriggs, proprietor of the
. Ho Was Pnpiihir.
For sale by all 'dealers. Price. ( Alvarado Pharmacy and a heavy tax
fun and melody.
Leo Zanone was well known and cents. Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo, payer:
Well
liked by every one living ln the New York, sole agents (or the United
Regular Dixon and Bernard
"I have been talking a new sewel
;
shop
district. He and his father have 8tates.
prices. Night, 76c and 11.
system for several years and I would
ROLLER SKATING RINK
In
been
the saloon business In their
Remember the name Doan's and dislike to see the bond issue defeatHere's a regular one to start
present location over eight years, and take no other.
'
II ed. I believe we should overlook any
'
the year right. .
this is the first trouble that has ocof '; '
differences of opinion that we may
In
curred
their place. Leo was a PILES CURED IN TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to have and vote for the bonds."
large, good natured man....
A Woman THXimycr.
Baca hus been. living In Albuquer- cure any case of Itching. Blind, BleedMrs. EX C. Whltaon, of the Whltson
que off and on for a couple of years. ing or Protruding piles In to 14 days
Music company, owner or considerTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
He came here from Santa Pe and Is or money refunded.
50c
city property:
able
said to have a large number of relagot a vote, but I am
"I
The rapid increase in oar business willinghaven't
tives residing there. The elder Zanpay my share of the taxes.
to
Is
one
due to good work and fair treatsaid that he had been patronizSt. Louis Wool.
need a new sewer sysing their bar for over a year, and he ment of our putro . Huhbs Laundry. We certainly nee
St. Louis. Dec. 31. Wool unchang
will
tem.
that my son votes
thought that he and Leo were good
ed.
A vote agaliiHt tlko sewer bonds is a for the bonds."
friends. The motive for the shooting
Taxesi Vermis lKK-to- r
RIHh.
u
vote agaliiHt Greater Albuquerque.
Is unknown.
Warren Graham, of Graham Bros.,
Spelter.
St. Louis, Dec. 31. Spelter firm,
among the largest taxpayers of the
A vote agaltiHt tlie sewer Imnds is a
15. 05.
city:
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
vote agaliiMt (ircnter Albuquerque.
Uoving Picluri Performanct
Meet Every Friday Evening
"We need a new eewer and we
.Begins at S o'clock.
Money.
need It badly. I don't see how any
Our shirt and collar work la per
at 8 Sharp.
New York. Dec. 31. Prime
FOREST AT 212 H W. Central v one owning city property and having
mer- feet. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" is)
cantile paper 4 6 44 per cent; money the proper thing. We lead others
a family can find reason to oppose.
E. W. Moore, C. Q
TONIGHT
on call teudy, lxAkt'iM per cent.
D. E. Phillip. Clerk.
follow.
The differences it will make In taxes
403 Went Lead Ave.
will hardly be noticed. I would rathIMPERIAL IiAUNDRY CO.
MOVING PICTURES.
o
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- er pay taxes than doctor bills. We
The .Motels.
aguliiNt
A
vote
the sewer bonds U a
New York, Dec.
COME.
Till: KING'8 PARDON.
have three votes for the bond Issue."
31.
Lead dull vote aguliiKt
;renter
Albuquerque,
txMj;;K cmums.
$4.10 $i 4.15; copper quiet I14.37H4J
CAVE Or' THE WIXD8.
14.50; silver, 50 !4.
BOLD THIEVES ROB
StockM.
DIRK CITY HA XT).
Amalgamated Copper.
UX.CH1R.1TE3
SONGS
83T4
TWICE
: SAME BUILDING
Atchison
100
Mr. J. Itoach. Barttoue.
.
I)(-e-

Hunters?

AND GET OUR PRICES

hardware co.

KW

Elks' Theatre!

COLOMBO

JAN. 4

r

i Dixon

TOOL

IFAESIRfi

Admission 10c

& Bernard

We are the people with a large stock
of best quality goods and have the right
deal for you.
Wiite at once for our new Catalog and Prices

J. KORBER & CO. 210 to 220 n.

2nd

st.

.

r

I

Yt

&

e.
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I GROSS KELLY & COMPANY I
a.

t

INCORPORATED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

rn

'

3

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers !
i
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

1

-

j
I

I

ion,

Vt

New York Central

Our Prices,
LOWEST

Best Goods,
PRICES

Horaa Blanket
f 3.00
a. 00
Lap Robea
Auto Hobes, waterproof.
Team Harness
II
Double Buggy Harness
17.10
Single surrey harness 17.00
Buggy harness
t.10
Express wagon harness
it. tO

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
V. 6. Steel

ex-dl-

to

S

to

4.M
4. SI

to

41.01

to
to

14.00

to

lt.00

10.00

To

1134

Chi ago livenlock.
Chicago, Dec. 31. Cuttle receipts,
6.500. Strong to nhade higher. Beeves
13. 73ft 7. DO;
Texans
I3.70lfc 4.50;
westerns $3. 70 j 5.65; Htockers and
feeders 12.75 ft 4.80; cows and heifers
11.7515.10; calves S 7.00 9.60.
Sheep, 15,000. Strong. Western
12.7541 5.25;
yearlings
I3.256.73;
western lambs I4.50U 7.85.
1U1

Do not let it catch you

11

Askew

to

;raln and
.

Prot, IkIoiih.
31.
Cloning

21.00

THOS. F.KELEHER
408 West Railroad Avenue

THIRD STREET

$4 00

IT'S A GOOD TIME
To open a LOOSE LKAF system
of account''.

LET US SHOW YOU.

Moat Market

Druggists refund money 1J
Jt falls to cure. K. W. GROVE'S
A vote ai;uiiist tlx'
bonds Is u
alg nature It on each box. tin.
vote against (jrcaler Alliuqneiijuc.

tablets.

'cr

They Entered Uotli fclorcs Which Occupy M nun uro ou West Silver,
(tiling lroperty Each Time.

can Cloak company and the Henry
Cleaning company. The flret robbery
occurred about a week ago and the
thieves entered the American Cloak
company store, stealing a pocketbook
containing
21.25. A few days later
the Henry company's store was entered by someone who evidently used
a skeleton key to open the front door.
Several suits of clothing and an overcoat belonging to the proprietor were
taken.

VELVET SKIN LOTION
Clears the Skin Quickly
$1.00 a Bottle

Write for FllEE Booklet on Successful Home Treatment of the skin

J)00K2IWDER
Phone 924

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL A NO SURPLUS
9100,000

No trace has 'been secured of the
thieves who twice within a week entered a building on WeBt Silver avenue, occupied jointly by the Ameri-

Statement
Look Better
Ledger
Outfit

KaiiMtH tUly IJve-i- n
U.
City, Iec. 31. Cattle
2 000. Steady. Southern steers
.'.. .'iH;
$2.D0'n
southern eow

4.00: Htoekirs und feeders I3.00iii5.20
bulla I3.1MKH 4.75; calves $ 4.00 i 8.00;
western steers t4.uu ii 5.75; western
cowH t2 j it 4.50.
H Kkads of Fresh and Salt Heat
H.g, 11.000. J to 10c higher. Pulk
Ktcsua Saasaga r aciorj.
of Kale. (5.50 i 5.85; heavy $5.80 'it
EM ILi KXKLNWORT
5.93; pucker and butchers
$5.10Q
sflatmlo BuUilLni. North Third Street 5. CO; pit's $4.00f.i
5.00.
Sheep, 20.00. Steady to 10c lower.
Muttons $4.25815.15; lamb.
$5.75411
TO CURE A COId IN OXE DAT
7.65; range wtliera $4.00 Si 6 50; fed
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine ewes $3.00& 4.75.

l

without
books you

How much time can be saved by
the ufe of our

$8.65.

Kaiu-uj- i

those special account
are going to need.

STOP AND THINK

Chicago. Ix-cquotations:
Wheat Dec.
11.04 d ",;
May
4.10 to Si.00
Saddles
Our Harness and Saddles guaranteed 1 107 H Hi 4.
Corn Dee. 57 i; May 61 .
to be as good as is on the market
'ats lec. 4 9 ; May 5 1 tf .
Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
Pork Dec. $14.60; May $16.45.
and see our stock before you bay
Uird Dec. $,35; May $9.70.
Kibs Jan.
$8.30i 8.32 'i ;
May

Celebrated

the fact that the New

Year will sooi he here.

534

Pfd

EVERY WOMAN

Knows that where there is system, everything- - runs smooth-ly- .
In order for a woman to manage her household affair
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
and expenditures.
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
just where the leaks are.
Pay by check; it helps you
to keep within your income,

WAKE UP MR. MERCHANT

125
132
120
183

v

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY

Builders'

and

p,.

Native and CSiioao Lumber,
dJn rmiw- -

c,

Finishers'
Sherwtn-WOIlam-

a

Omen.

J. C BALD RIDGE

Supplies

PalnX Wona
Glaae, Stub, Doora,

Be.

tto.

423 SOUTH FIRST

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

NEW MEXICO

i

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

A1LEEN BERG
EL PASO, TEX.

314 West Cold Ave.

This Preparatiod is sold in
querque at the Parisian.

Albu-

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

OEPOSITS

t

THURSDAY. pnTKMBEIl

l, 109.

ALBUQtrERQTJF CITIZEN.'
THEFT

COLUMBUS

'

ASSAULT

AND

TAKEN

ARM

INTO COURT

Ai'r
having
Ik-for- e

Cmrner Baoond mud Oold

slept In the same cell
After
all night, with plenty of time to
their differences, J. C. Blnklcy
and H. C. Vandeventer, both Santa
Fe liremen, swore to separate comExcellent Service
plaints in Judge McClellan's court this
morning, which may land them both
Particular peop.e hare been
In jail to await the action of the terC
pleased with olutnbus Meals for
ritorial grand Jury next March.
many year. Have you tried them?
Itlnkley and Vandeventer were arreted by the police last night at the
Alamo saloon on the charge of fighting. For this offense each was sentenced to pay a fine of $15, but before returning to their joint cell, each
asked the court to make a complaint
against the other.
Hlnkley swore to a complaint charging Vandeventer with stealing $8.80
from him. He said that he met the
defendant on Flrtst street last night
and bought him a drink. He was
slightly drunk himself. Vandeventer
412 West Central Ave.
went home with him, and as the two
PHONE 61
cut in a Rwing at a south side rooming housH, Vandeventer slipped his
rocket book from his pocket. Judge
McClellan asked him how he knew
LIQUOR COMPANY he took the money, and Binkleysaid
CONSOLIDATED
that he saw him do it but did not
know what he was doing until he
Successors to Mellnl st E&kln
went to his room. When he missed
and Bachechl A Oiomi
his money he came down town and
VTHOLIKAIJS DEALERS IN
finding Vandeventer,
attacked him
with a knife.
WINES. LIQUORS and CIGARS
Vandeventer charged Binkley with
him with a deadly weapon,
We handle everything In our Una. assaulting
exhibited a number of ruts in his
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and end
clothing. Hlnkley did not deny that
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
"
he used the knife.
Telephone III.
70
When searched Binkley had
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER.
cents and Vandeventer had $8.80.
Both men. were given a preliminary
hearing this afternoon.
ad-Ju- st

HOME COOKING

4
V

"

Standard

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Montezuma

and

Grocery

MARRIED

BANDRGIKG

NEED

LAST NIGHT

Well Known People are Wedded ami
Will Make Future Home ut
Ketlner.
imported in a Domestic
pretty
A
little home wedding was
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
by
solemnized yesterday afternoon
Liquor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
Rev. Fletcher Cook when Miss MinFamily Trade Solicited.
nie T. .Baker and Mr. Robert Wilson
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
were united In matrimony. The wedding took place at the residence of
Call Phone or send for Solicitor.
the brother of ihe bride, Ernest Bak-j- r,
607 North Twelfth street, and wag
PHONE 1039
attended only by Miss Edith Everitt,
who acted as bridesmaid, and Mr.
Ernest Baker as best man.
Both parties are well knovin In this
city, Mr. Wilson being prominently
connected with the American Lumber
WHITE HOUSE
company at Kettner, N. M., while the
bride, for some years past has filled
the position as teacher at the Furth
ward choot AfU-- r a wedding supper
X
served
the party at the Alvarado hom.
9)t.
Z
209
tel, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson left for kettner, whe- ; thry will make their home
in the future.
Miss Baker's position
MEALS AND LUNCHES
at the Fourth ward school will be
filled by Mtes Meriam Cook, who has
been elected to succeed her.
Come in tha eating's fine
WINDOW GLASS C. A. HUDSON,
Groceries and Liquors

I RESTAURANT f
first

Representative of W. C. T. TT. Gives
Wanderer Is
says He (tires for All
Interesting; Irctiiro, Which Is
Who Nerd It.
Interestingly Discussed,
The hoy who gave the name of
Before a large assembly of teachElmer Williamson, who said ho was a ers gathered from all over the terrichauffeur, formerly employed In Chi- tory to attend the meeting of the
cago, and who appealed to the police New Mexico Educational association,
for his meals, stating that he was suf- Mrs. Edith Smith Davis of Milwaufering from a broken arm, has been kee, Wis., yesterday delivered a lectaken In charge by a local auto man, ture on "The Effects of Narcotics and
who Is also a doctor. The boy Is re- Alcohol on the Pupils of the Grades
pairing the auto owner's
machine, of the Public School System." The
and In return will be provided with a disci rrlon which followed the speech
tatlway ticket to Los Angeles, where of Mis. Davis proved a most interKays lloy

he says he has a sister, and such
medical attention as he may need, If
any.
The boy several days ago said that
the city physician had declined to dress
hig broken arm. Dr. Pearce, the city
physician, said today that the reason
he did not dress the arm was because
It did not need dressing.
"When a fracture has once been
properly set and the swelling or
reduced. It should be left
that way until the bones knit together. The oftener It Is tampered
with the more chances one takes of
having trouble with the break. The
hoy came to my office and In reply to
my questions, said the arm did not
hurt him but that the bandage was
soiled and he wanted It changed. I
told him the arm was all right, a: It
was, and I would not molest It. He
then left the office. In my private
practice as well as city physician. I
never turn down any deserving charity work."

BLOW THE WHISTLES

ITERATION

WITH

In
an"Let us uxe moderation
nouncing the birth of the new yeur
tonight," was the reiue.t of a prominent citizen toduy. in dl.scuselng the
annual carnival of noise which Is due
tj take place at midnight tonight.
to the
"The prineipal objection
blowing of whistles and the ringing
of bells, to say nothing of the shooting of guns is the fact that there aro
a number of seriously elek people In
the city' at present," continued the
advocate of noiseless celebration. "I
ago that
remember a few years
whistles were going fur nearly an
hour while a very dear friend of
mine lay dying. It seemed to me then
that there should be a limit. Let the
whistle blow for five minutes and
then quit. It would serve the same
purpose."

THE BIG

SHOW

AT

DENVER

The Denver stock show has grown
H few years Into one of the lead- lug national shows of the country,
Stock
The fourth annual National
show which opens January 18 for a
week, will dedicate the new amphl
theatre, constructed at a cost of
10,
accommodating
$200,000 and
000 people. The big feature of this
o
No Fancy Price Hero
A voto against the sewer bonds In a show, however, is the business end.
Stockmen from all parts of the west
vote against Greater Albuquerque. '
will be there with the finest car load
txhlbit of feeder cattle ever gathered
i:ad buyers are coming from the east
In force to purchase them. The pure
"lood breeders of the east are coming with their herds and the national
record associations will hold public
aales of the choicest individuals of
We positively cure all diseases of
tholr breeds, the idea being to still
AND BAR
a chronic nature. Asthma, Con
further Improve the flocks and herds
sumption in the second stage. Caof the west. These sales provide an
tarrh of the Bowels a specialty,
Liquors
Cigars
Wines,
and
opportunity for the western breeders
some caaes in any stage. If we do
1
secure the choicest animals at fair
not cure you are not asked to pay.
Best Meal In Town From
figures and be assured that they are
Write for particulars or coma to
5 Cents Up.
getting a square deal. The offerthe Sulphur Hot Springs, New Mexings of Herefords, Shorthorns,
and
ico.
Rooms by Day, Week or Month
Galloways, will be the best ever
brought to the west and only the
111 North Fir
St.
best Individuals selected by a com
Sulphur Hot Springs
New Mexico
rnltlee will be offered In the sales.
The modern stock show is the mod
ern school of live stock agriculture
It was through the stock show that
Europe built up their stock breeds.
end H will be through the stock show
that the west will Anally come Into Its
own as the greatest breeding ground
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
In the world. No stockman or farm
er can afford to miss the show if It
Is at all possible to get there.
in
Latest things
Enamel
:n

-

.

Chronic Diseases Cured RICO HOTEL

JOS. L. DURAN,

I. H. COX, The Plumber
Bathroom Fixtures.

Phone 1020

Before buying cat! and see our list
of residences. Prices $850 to $5,000.
Vacant lots for sale. John Borra-dallcorner Third uni Oold.

706 West Central Ave.

e,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
--

OF-

ALBUQTJERQUE. NEW MEXICO

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T.

it S. F. RAILROAD

REPORT Or CONDITION NOVEMBER

CO.

27THI 908

Total

V

$3,125,734.06

Capital. . .'.
Surplus and Profit.
Circulating notes

Deposits

THE

BOYS'-BAN-

esting one.
Mrs. Davis was brought to this city
by the New Mexico W. C. T. U. for
the purpose of delivering the address. She occupies the position of
director of the bureau of scientific research and superintendent of the department of scientific temperance Instruction in the public schools and
colleges for the W. C. T. U.
While In the city Mrs. Davis will
be the guest of Mrs. N. C. Nutter
of 615 South High street. She expects to leave for her home In Wisconsin next Monday. Tomorrow afternoon, before the Woman's club,
Mrs, Davis will deliver another address on the subject of temperance.

DR. VINCENT

LEADS

A STRENUOUS LIFE
lOeturing Is Only a Snuill Part of Ills
Ihitly Routine, a Kxcmpllfled
lly His Activity In Albuquerque,
Dr. George Edgar Vincent, who last
night delivered hlg second lecture to
an Alouquerque audience, "Tho Mind
of the Mob," again surprised his list
eners by the rapidity of his speech and
his "whirlwind" action.
He lost no
time in getting etarteri and ho wasted
no time after that. He Is tho most
active lecturer ever In ''Albuquerque,
but his activity Is not confined to the
platform by any means.
Dr. Vincent arrived at noon Monday. Within a few minutes he was
mounted on a pony and in company
with several friends, was riding until
5:30. Within a short time after he returned he appeared in evening clothes
and then attended a dinner party.
Later he gave his first lecture and after that was a principal itirure at the
reception given to the visiting educators. The next morning- - he was up
at 7 o'clock and 'as soon as ho had
breakfnfted, mounted a ' pony which
was awaiting him, carried a lunch and
spent the day riding. Hen-turneto
his hotel at 5:30 and there found a
'"
friend awaiting him.
,',''
"Let us .walk and Inltf' said Dr.
Vincent, and he led th"vay." They
walked and talked for 6$ hour. Dr.
Vincent keeping up' hls.j,"whirlw1nd"
comment. Then they returned to the
hotel and Dr. Vincent donned ven-In- g
clothes and attended another dinner. Then he gave his second lecture.
This morning he was up before seven
and took a long walk, ., returning to
hlg hotel for breakfast, and finishing
Just in time to board No." 2 for the
WOMEN

WILL KEEP'

OPEN HOUSE TOMORROW
A

lieeture and I'rograin
man's Oluh to Which
Aro Invited.

at tlie Wo.
s

Woman's Club will 'hold open
at the Woman's club rooms
afternoon from 2 Aintll 6. A
Invitation is extended to every
stranger in .the city. Refreshments
will be served. A program will oe
given in which Mi. Edyth Smith
Davis will give a 20 minutes talk on
scientific! temperance, Mrs. Davis is
a great temperance worker and her
talk will be one of great interest. The
following program will Ims. given:
Piano tfolo Selected, Miss. Hesselden
Piano Solo Selected
Mlsa Olney
Talk Scientific Temperance
Mrs. Edyth Smith Day In
SoloWhat the Chimney 4ang. .. ,
i.Mlsg Pauline' Cartwright
Piano Soli Feast of the Rones.:.
Miss Marguerite Cartwrlght

The
house
Friday
cordial

EASY

MONEY

FORGING

They Are lrccnted With a Substantial liieek and Plan a Concert
for Hie Near Future.
In return for a serenade given In
his honor in front of the Sturges hotel last evening. William Mcintosh
emerged front the hotel and with a
few well chosen words presented Ihe
Learnard and Llndemann Boys' band
with a check for $100 to be used as
they see fit for the betterment of
the organization. The money has already been deposited In one of the
banks by the president and treasurer,
William F. Myer, and a vote of thanks
fas being prepared
by the boys to be
presented to Mr. Mcintosh.
The Learnard and Llndemann mu-sl- o
store Is twice a week the scene of
the gathering for practice of the 25
members of tho band, whose ages run
all the way from 10 years to 1. Under the personal direction of Prof.
Fred K. Ellis, the band has been
transformed from a few members of
moderate ability to an organization
which now numbers twenty-fiv- e
or
more players whose muslo can be fa
vorably compared with efforts of
much older bands throughout the
country. A concert Is being planned
by tho boys to be given In the Elks'
theater some time In February and
as the members of the band have offered their services quite freely on
various occasions In the past. the
event promises to be well patronised.
The following Is the list of the
names of the players as wall as the
Instruments on which they perform:
William F. Myer, president and
treasurer, bass; Henry Clark, vice
president, bas; Charlew Hoatrlght,
secretary, snare drum; Dick Guy, bas
drumm; Frank Guy, slide Jrombone;
Harold Mace, slide trombone; Mtra
Pixley, trombone; Antonio Nlcolacl,
baritone; Charley Clarke, baritone;
Lon Overton, bass: Henry Pomerank,
cornet; Gusseppl 'Nlcolacl, cornet;
Charley Bruno, cornet; Wllllum Pomerank, solo alto; Walter Clarke, alto;
Itay Carson, also ; Henry Fleming,
clarionet; Charley Birtman, clarionet;
Ira Pixley, clarionet; Grande, clarionet; Hoy Yott. plcolo; King Stacy,
saxaphone;
William Kleke, enare
drum; W. H. Hyan. bass; Diamande
Grande, clarionet; Nienote Grande,
alto.
LOCAL

200,000.00
56,088.33
200,000.00
2,669,645.73

COLLECTING

$3.i

25.734-o-

In Mahogany, Gol-

den Oak,

Weath-ere- d

and Fumed
Oak

1

I'

w

1

$17.50
to $75

lis

See window

ALBERT FABER

1?

fi

Complete Line
at Right Prices
A

FUNDS

considerable sum of money has
keen collected among local Italians
and others, for the benefit of the sufferers from the terrible earthquake
in Southern. Italy.
The committee In charge of the
work today gave a partly accurate
list of subscribers for publication and
will be
the names of contributors
added to the list In the Citizen from
day to day. The committee stated
that all contributions could be made
through any of the banks, and at
places where cards will
ether
be posted tomorrow.
"If we are to accomplish real good
by our work." said a member of the
committee today, "It Is necessary that
all those who desire to contribute
shall do so at once, because the
money must be sent to Denver to the
Italian consul and from there to Italy, which takes time. Every minute
that we delay in this work, there may
be hundreds dying for want of a lit
tie food or medicine. According to
the press dispatches of the Citizen
the calamity is much worse than was
at first announced, and we are therefore all the more anxious to assist
In the work of relief. We hope that
all nationalities will assist us In this
task and that every one will give
something, If only a little."
The following list covers the sub
scrlptions received by the committee
up until this morning:
$25.00
Dr. Naeamull
20.00
Chas. Mellnl
10.00
L. Oradl
5.00
K. GradI
S.00
John S. Beaven
2.00
Copp & Pettit
G. A. Albright
1.00
George Kaseman
1.00
1.00
Harry Lee
1.00
F. B. Schwentker . .t
60
Dr. B. Elder
.50
Dr. Wylder
50
L. C. Glelltz
50
M. Shitzer . . . . . ,i
60
M. Bllnn

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Cheerfully Re
funded

A

$73.50
Total
If you have any furniture, horses,
buggies or anything else to sell, list THERE MUST BK
them with J. F. Palmer, the auctionSOMETHING IN IT.
eer. Office and sales rooms, SIS
Sduth Seoond street.
For the past six months I have
o
given my Royal $(5.00 Typewriter
Till Ia Worth Reading.
deLeo F. Zellnskl. of 68 Gibson St., severe and constant use, and it
Buffalo, N. T.. aays: "I cured the livers the goods every time. I have
the 'standard" $100.00
most annoying cold sore I ever had, used nearly allincluding
the Remingwith Bucklen'a Arnica Salve. I ap- Typewriters,
plied thia salve once a day for two ton, Underwood, SmithmyPremier, Fax,
opinion the
days, when every trace of the sore and others and in
machine has more real
was gone." Heals all sores. Sold un- Royal $65.00 any
one of the whole
merit than
der guarantee at all druggists. 15c.
bunch. The Royal for me every
Cheapest accident
Insurance Dr. time.
F. 8. BROCK.
Thomas' Kelectrlc Oil. Stops the
Fe Freight
Santa
pain and heals the wound. All drug- Stenographer
Office.
gists sell it.

I re

115-11- 7

N. First Street.

i

Our Coal Is received fresh from the mine

every day.

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN BLOCK
GALLUP EGG
KINOLINQ

MILL WOOD

IV.

Hi HAHN CO,

Phone 01

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the shingles on t? root, we ar selling Building Material Cheaper than yoa bve bought for
many years. Save at least 25 per cant and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHONE 8VJ

THE

&

Lumber Co.

CORNER THIRD AND MARQUETTE.

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumbar, Glass, Cement and Rex Filnlkot

First and Marqcette

Roollni

Albtfqoerqoe, New Mexico

I'OLD RELIABLE,"

ESTABLISHED 1873

L. B. PUTNEY

WHEAT FLAKE

THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

The most healthful and nourishing

Total

CHINA CLOSETS

ITALIANS

Jill

$

Just in, a Large Shipment of

AHEAD

fo)

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
$1,571, 139-4Bonds, securities, etc. .
..
49,086 33
Banking House and fixtures..
30,970.80
Gov'nt Bonds.. $ 333.937-1, 131,600.00
Cash and Ex
Cash Resources
.465,537. so

SPEAKER

TALKS TO TEACHERS

1

Copper and Third
if

TEMPERANCE

NOT

There MkmiM lie a Limit, Kny i'ttl-w- n
Who Objects to 1 it Nolfe
on Xew Year's live.

POPULAR COUPLE

Liquor Company

All Kinds

DID

Two Men Ylu Drank Together Spent Dr.
Mgtit fci a (VII TogrllitT, and
Jury Together.

HOTEL

paob rrra. '

in

food.

It is appetizing and easy of digestion.

Carries the Largest md Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUEKQUE, N. M.

BIX.

STLBTTQUERQUE 01T1ZKW.

80 L
IS AGAIN

OPftl
Warsaw University Which Fig
ured In Revolution .Resumes
Work After Two Years.
Warsaw,

ter being

(Poland), Doc.
clofwd for over two years
31.

Af-

ly all alike in this. As only a few
new members go out of curiosity the

professors read or mumble their
lectures to empty benches. At the
end of the term those who want
tn pass their examinations read up
their course nt home and trust to
Providence for the rest. Generally,
Providence Is good to them.
The
examinations are carried on In a peculiar way. A large urn stands In
the middle of the hall and the candidate draws a ticket therefrom. These
tickets have numbers which correspond to the numbers on the examination papers prepared by the professor and which do not change one
whit during generations. If he draws
No 8 the professor asks him question
S And lets him go.
Of course, It often
happens that the candidate only
reads up for question No. 9 or No. 7,
and knows nothing whatever of No,
S.
But In Warsaw at any rate this
does not much matter.
The professors knowing tha desperate class
of youths they have to do with and
fearing that severity will result In
disturbances and consequently in the
closing of the university, let them
down lightly.
Needless to say, the professors are
not much better than the students,
for the simple reason that no clvi
IIzihI men could stand the present
state of affairs. The ignorance of
the Warsaw university lecturer has
long been proverbial and now that
the best of them have resigned the
rest are beneath criticism. In fact
many of them were never trained as
teachers. One who lectures on Universal History Is very well versed In
the art of making cutlets. Some years
ago when the notorious Apuchtln was
educational minister of Poland, a professor was needed suddenly for the
Warsaw university. Apuchtln wired
to a friend In St. Petersburg: "Send
me a history teacher at once. Old
one dead." The telegraph
clerk
twisted the message Into: "Send me
a good cook at once," so the friend
sent a man he could thoroughly recommend by the next train. Apuchtln was astonished when the new
professor presented his certificates
but by no means nonplussed.
"Do
you know who Napoleon was?" he
asked. "Yes, your excellency," was
the prompt reply. "He was the man
who gave the name to
the apple
cakes with puffy paste."
"You'll
do begin your lectures tomorrow,"
said the great man. And from that
day the cook began to read history to
four empty walls and a doorkeeper of
the Warsaw university.
Is
And although the
rather an extreme case, not very
much more can be said for the Rus
sian university professor in general,
and the Warsaw university professor
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Few Families In the
United States Save Any
thing. Says an Official.

Very

Atlantic City, Dec. 31.

a shabby representative

h

Somewhat

startling statements were made with

J

I

convincing
V
force by George M.
Holmes of the United States department of agriculture, In the course of
an address In which he discussed
?
t
V,s.r S
f
"How Far Should
the question:
Family Wealth Be Encouraged and
Conserved?" before the American
Sociological society last night.
"Mr, Holme8raddressbegan"with the
premise that there is ample field for
efforts to encourage the accumula
tion of wealth by the family. About
one-ha- lf
of the families In the United States, the speaker said, are poor
In the sense that their wealth Is confined mostly to personal and house
hold belongings and the Implements
cf occupation. Tbls statement was
fortified by reference to the census
statistics of farm and home tenure
and real estate mortgage Indebtedness, and also to the classification of
occupations and the comparatively
low annual earnings received In many
of them.
Family savings out of wage and
salary earnings, the speaker asserted,
i
ere comparatively little, and they are
'.
-mostly derived from returns to capt
ital, either as Interest, or as rent paid
by real estate tenants, or as unearned Increment to land values, or as
,
pure profit.
While a large fraction of the fam
1
,
.
t
ilies are poor in possessions, a large
fraction of these, he said, have Income sufficient for a rather high deand, In fact. Ingree of
come goes mostly to sustain a high
standard of living. At the same time
MORAN AND M'FARLAND.
there is a large degree of unproy
bicycle race at Madison Square Garden. It
ductive consumption of no benefit to was This team won the
McFarland, the giant California r., whose sprint carried him to the
the family and often detrimental. Mr.
fore in the. last mile, while 12,000 frenzied spectators yelled delirously to
Holmes went on to say, in subBtance:
the competitors.
When we observe the general apg
throughout
pearance of
the land, the inference is that wealth favor of voluntary
He
U well distributed, and, on the oth presented a comprehensive statement
in particular.
we
with
confronted
are
hand.,
when
er
of the prevalence of varieties of volthe probable distribution In fact, we untary
carried on by
condidreadful
are horrified at the
farmers to illustrate how effective It
"HANS AND MX"
assumed
humanity
is
can be when applied to the encourthat it
tion of
agement of family wealth.
to indicate.
savings
fallacy
popular
that
It is a
The concluding point made by Mr.
saving by the poor, Holmes was that if the family is not
An important announcement
In banks indicate
inmore
nanus
disposed
are
properly
tnese
to accumulate wealth, with
theatricals is the coming engagement vestment
Institutions than savings such encouragement as will be given
of the clever comedians, Dixon and
by
association, the state
Bernard, In the smart musical gay-et- tanks. popular misunderstanding
of
better keep its hands off. It is
"Hans and Nix," which comes to theTheannual reports of the United would
fundamentally
a question of responthe Elks' theatre January 4.
bureau of labor concerning siveness. If the unfit will not respond
The piece will have the advant States
explainwas
wages
food
of
suggestions
to
and cost
and offers of help,. let
age of handsome sUge setting and
and the statement made that the them go. Do not deny to the unfit
elaborate gowns, for the subject ed
power of wage earnings the extinction of their kind. It is a Washington
purchasing
to Have Figures
which the play Is based admits of decreases In
prosperous damage to society to enforce the
almost endless display in these lines, times
in periods of in
Increases
and
.reservation
of
not
who
those
will
of
Naval
and
Army Officers
while the musical accomplishment dustrial depression, except in so far hep themseves."
will be varied and many at the as want of employment may qualify
proper time.
and
Patriots.
latter conclusion.
IIOTEIj arrivals.
Much stress Is laid on the chorus, theemphasis
was placed upon the un
which in voice and beauty is said to
of a large proportion of the
Savoy.
Washington, Dec. 31. The location
compare more than favorably with fitness
people, not only to produce much
H. A. Brandt, Kansas City; D. K. in thia city of statues of John Paul
that dashing contingent known as the wealth, but to save it.
failNew York Casino girl. An unusual ures are referred to, most of which, Bernard, Oakland, Cal.; Edith Kraft, Jones and Commodore John Barry,
Bernalillo, N. M.; Helen Panen, Las both of whom are heralded as the
cast has been selected to Interpret the speaker attributed to unfitness. Vi
r.as,
"Father of tho American navy," by
the various characters, and Includes There are the lazy, the mentally
their respective admirers, will prove
the original candy kid ballet.
deformed,
urges.
weak
sick,
St
and
the
a
difficult task for the special comRiley Edwards, Carthage;
the criminal natures, the degenerate,
K K.
charged with that duty. Th a
PRINCESS DE SAC. AN
and the stavlsts. It requires a mighty McGofT, Roswell; C. E. Wilson, Las mission
KI0I'IS THE ClinjJREV. good inheritance to enable a man to Vegns; Theo. Itetson, San Marclal; oommisHlon consists of the secretary
of war, the secretary of the navy and
Paris, Dec. SI. The petition
of Lubordinate present
to II. L. McXulty, Las Vegas.
satisraction
the chairmen of Senate and House
Count Bonl de Custellano that the cus- future good and greater future satison the library.
committees
tody of his three children be given faction; therefore, Income disappears
Alvarado.
For each statue Congress approlo his mother was denied today. The in present consumption."
C. Bruce, Cerrlllos, N. M.J R.
S.
priated
$50,000, but no action has
court ruled that the children remain
The wastefulness of the people re Thomp?nn, New York; Mrs. A. XV. been
taken to decide the controverted
in custody of their mother.
Prin- ceived attention, and also the com- Fitch, Socorro; Mrs. K. Fitch, Oakquestion
relating to the navy's pedicess da Sagan. and ruled further that mon inability o"f persons safely to in- land; Lucy N. Fitch; L. F. Klmmell,
the children cannot leave the conti- vest their savings, or to employ their Kansas City; A. B. Mehan, H. T. gree. It is for this reason that the
nent without the court's permission, savings as productive capital. A ma- DuVall, Santa Fe; Jno. M. Stewart, location of the effigies la regarded as
lirfeinnintf next October they are to jority of men can work for others bet- -, Denver; W. R. Brown, El Paso; R. P. important, a a thu prominence accord
be placed in a college situated within ler than for themselves. About
Larkln, Las Vegas; Jus. B. Duffy and ed each of the heroes In the matter
100 miles of Paris.
of the persons having gainful wife, San Francisco; W. F. Fisher, of location will be supposed to give
occupations work for wages and sal- Fort Wingate; Henry E. Lyon, Wash- some indication as to their respective
For the bent work on shirt waist aries. The argument of Mr. Holmes ington, D. C; G. E. Brum, St. Joe; merits in tho competition for the honor of being the "Father of the Navy."
leaned away from state action and in B. H. Cyprian, Bernalillo.
ftatronlze Hubbs Laundry Oo,
Some time ago it was proposed to
place these statues face to face on a
mritrle site, but that was opposed by
adherents of each of the heroes. Many
sites have heen Hiiiririti h,,f in t.t
the present time there has been no
action looking to a determination of
the question.
The statue of. John
Pual Joneu is now under way and a
NATIONAL
STOCK YARDS
competition will oju be entered upon
to decide who will be the favored
eculptor for the making of the statue
18-2- 3,
of Hurry.
Work is now In progress for a statue of General Grant to be erected
west of the capitol grounds, but this
will not bo completed before two
years.
UNDER
OF
RECORD ASSOCIATIONS.
About twenty models have oeen
submitted for a heroic statue of Columbus to be located In front of the
new Union station.
n,
Next spring statua of John
21
signer of the Declaration of
22.
Independence, and of Longrellow, the
The American Shorthorn Cattle
poet, will be presented to the governThe American Hereford' Cattle
The
American
Galloway
Cattle
Breeders' Association will offer fifty
ment by the memorial associations
Breeders' Association will offer fifty
Breeders'
fifty
will
Association
offer
head of Registered Shorthorn Bulls
and they will be erected in this city.
head of Registered Hereford Bulls
head of Registered Calloway Bulls
and Heifers, selected from the beet
Other statues which have been pro
and Heifers, selected from e me of
Hulfera,
and
selected
herda
best
from
herds In the country. Ail choice invided for by Congress and will be
the beat herds in the country. All
country.
in
the
dividuals.
erected in the near future are those
choice individuals.
For catalogue
and particulars,
For catalogue
and particulars,
of Von Steuben, Pulaski and
For catalogue and particulars, adaddress,
address,
dress,
ROBT. V. IlltOWX, Secretary,
11. ). COWAV. Asst. Koc'y.
C. R. THOMAS, Secretary.
Good CI) ns Medicine for Children.
17 Kxchungo Ave.,
17 KicliaiiKO Avo.
The season for coughs and colds I
Kunsiis "lty. Mo.
Chlcugo, 111.
Chicago, IU.
now at hand and too much care can
not be used to protect the children.
A child is much more likely tj contract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
he has a cold. The qnulcker you cur
his cold the less the risk. Cham21, 10 a. m.
berlain's Cough Remedy Is the sole
There will l:e nlTm'tl nt ITIxate Sale
I.uro XuiiiIht tf
reliance of many mothers, and few of
I'nity HcgMeretl Iterkxliires, Henry & IW
I'ort Ijogun,
Choice I'nrc llreil ami HenUlrrcd Sheep of Various Breed.
thoae who have tried it are willing
'4lormio.
to use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher,
of Ripley, W. Va., says: "I have never used anything other than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for my children and It has always given good
Will be he!J in tho New Xutlonul Amphitheatre Just completed ut a cost of 20.ooo. Cupaelty 10,000 iHople. Inhibition ,iuy
satisfaction. " This remedy contain!
ami evening.
no opium or other narcotic and may
LOW RATi:S OX A Mi K All.ltO AOS
to a child as
I be given as confidently
to an adult. For sale by all druggists.

and a half the University of Warsaw,
the only center of "higher" education
In all Russian Poland, i again open.
It was closed soon after the notorious
"Ited Sunday," when the Caar ordered the crowds to be tired upon In St
Petersburg. This event, ss will be remembered, was followed by disturbances all over the empire. Warsaw
whs not behind In this, and the
were the most active. Meeting together In the university, they
passed a resolution that they would
turn out all the Russian professors
and have the lectures delivered In
the
Polish, and swore to boycott
Russians till they were replaced by
Poles. Then they tore the Ciar's
portrait down from the walta and
cut It Into pieces.
The natural result was that thu
Cossacks surrounded the university
buildings and arrested some 600 students. Although most of them had
been averse to insulting the Czar's
portrait, thia act of violence did
them a great deal of harm. The
building was closed and their demands and petitions to have a Polish
igInstead of a Russian university
nored. Efforts were made by Russian reactionaries to remove the university altogether from Poland and
open one in Eastern Russia Instead.
Cut those professors who wished to
stay In Warsaw prevailed and their
institution has Just been reopened
with the comparatively small number of 600 students. But the government has been Arm about the language in which the lectures are to be
delivered Russian is to be used, and
, Russian alone. So the Polish element
das boycotted the place. There are
entered, and even
only thirty-eigthese are doubtful. The rest of the
students are mostly the worst type of
Russian anarchist propagandists. So
uproarious are they that they have
even prevented decent Russians from
entering the university. The quieter
Is
portion of the town population
aghast at this
inrush of unruly
youths, most of whom have been expelled from all the universities
in
Russia and found a haven in Warsaw,
because the government wants a
"Russian" university there at all
costs.
Mtranira net it mnv ion m tn WAat.
cm ideas, these students do not
come to learn, nor to get that "tone"
which universities give In other
parts of the world. Sports are of
course, unknown.
The Warsaw university students' exercise consists In
walking very slowly up the principal street and making rude remarks
to the women he passes. He Is an
unhealthy looking creature, the product of under-feedin- g
and of vicious
habits. Coming as he does from the
depths of Russia, he never saw a
white linen collar before. He possesses one red cotton shirt cut low
at the neck and held In at the
waist by a leathern belt. His trousers being bought from some second hand clothes dealer have been
made either too large or too small
for his limbs. Over the shirt he
wears a short coat or a flowing cape.
High boots and a rap with a faded
blue band. complete his costume.
His hair flows over his shoulders
and he never shaves. He never goes
Into the lecture rooms of his university either, except his fellow students call a political meeting, when
they flock, to the building In such
crowds that a deta:'z.zet of soldiers is told over to keep order outside.
The Russian universities are near
ntu-den- ta

ht
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For More Than Twenty Years

THE

C

T ZEN

has been producing the highest class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.
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NATIONAL LIVE STOCK EXPOSITION AND HORSE FAIR
AMPHITHEATRE, UNION

DENVER, JANUARY

1909, INCLUSIVE

Grand Public Sales of Pure Bred Registered Breeding Cattle
AUSPICES

50

m

CHONS

BIKE

AY

i

Herefords
50
Wednesday, Jan. 20

NATIONAL

50 Shorthorns 50
Thursday, Jan.

50 Galloways

PRINTING

50

With-erspoo-

Friday, Jan.

11

Sale Pure Bred Berkshire Hogs
Thursday, January

Attractive, Business Getting

Sale Pure Bred Sheep

As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends oat. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?

THE FOURTH ANNUAL NATIONAL WESTERN STOCK SHOW

wi .mum

THURSDAY, DKTKMHEH

l. 109.
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PAB
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FOR USEFUL HOLIDAY PRK9KNT

4

WANTED

PHYSICIANS
t

MONEY to LOAN

printer
Sober, rellaole
lRiNTER
SOLOMON U BURTON, M. D.
onu r (r
nnuu- .1in.. n )nn Inu
Mexico.
Address
In
New
loin
Phystrlsn and Surgeon,
On Furnitnre, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
with particulars as to salary, et0-- Wagons
other chattels, also en
E. Qullck, cars Albuquerque SALARIBHandAffD
WAREHOUSE RE- Residence, 610 So. Walter St, Phone
CIUse n.
1030. Orfioc, t Harnett Bldgr.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high
regarding
Information
I'lionr, 17.
WANTED
as $ZM. Loans are quickly made and
farm or easiness fsr sale; nst
strictly nrivate. Time: One month ts
wis
ts hear

'

LOANED

MM

TO

m.9

IT

GREAT GUNS'.

70NES

I WANTED TO REAOl
AN ARTICLE IN

i can
EVERYTHING
Vbtl. OOMT UOi

Tift

STORY

u.rJfN'WftlO.
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.

Everything to furnish the house.
Cash or payments.

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.

C.

Fl

WHWElj MY,
ANY&OOY'S

Buy them now and avoid the rush.
We will keep for you;
Nurse rockers, $1.60 up; Arm rockers, $3.00 and up; Leather Seat Diners. $2.50 and up; Child's Chairs. 40o
and up; Child's Rockers 66c and up;
Alorrie Child's Chairs, $1.60 and up;
Large Morris Chairs $7.60 up; Princess Pressew, $15.00 up; Solid Oak
Dressers, $10.0 up; Buffets, $15.00
up; Sideboards, $15.00
up; Hand
Pearl Paintings. $1.75 up; Phonographs $20.00 up; Armlnsters
Body
BrusseU Art Squares, $13. ISO up; Ingrain Art Souares. 33.00 urv Ilnhnl.
stered Couches, $5.00 up, and many
other things too numerous to men

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

PKKSONAIj PROPERTY LOANS

WHAT EVERY MAN K

Few Suggestions
fl

tKYir!

I
--

HBUT

WEST END VIADUCT

THIS (

OM YOU MEAN
THC ONE ON MOW

NO'. NO'

C

punch:

THE

A

UCE CURTAIN ON
A StVECfc. R WITH
OUT HURTING TKEM- -

IMEANH

Tt MAKE PlCkU

kNOv'

sar-ticul- ar

ajsut location;
from owner only, whs will soli direct ts bayer; give srice, eescris-tioana state when possession can
Derbyshire.
be had. Address I
Y.
Box 20a0, Rochester,
"
th
WANTMrJLady-wichild wishes
Oblight
housework.
do
position to
ject, rssm and board and small
wages. Mrs. J. F. P., Cltlien.
WANTED success Magastne requiresIn Albuquerths services of man
I
que to look after expiring subscript
'
tloan and to secure new business by
;neant of special methods uiiubusJ- position permanent;
f ly effective;
i
prefer one with experience, bat
world consider any applicant with
food natural qualifications; salary
11.10 per day, with commission op- tlen. Address, with references, R.
room ltl. Success
C. Peacock,
Magazine Bldg.. New York.
n,

J.

I

furnished Rooms

one year given. Goods remain In yonr
DRS. BRON30N A DRON80N
possession. Onr rates are reasonable.
Call aad sen an before borrowing.
IIosMeopethle Ph yd elans and
T11K HOVSKIIOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
Over Venn's Drag Store
or the world.
Ofae
M; Resident! lofit.
Rooms $ end 4, Grant BIJg.
TTent Central Avenue.
A. G. SIIORTLE, M. D.
PIUYArB OFFICES.
Open Kveaings.
Practice Limited to Taberculoaia.

PLANS OF JEWS
WILL SURELY

3l

FOR RENT
FOR UUS'T

Oven and room flats,
hoiws. 3 to 7 rooms ;one furnished.
W. H. McMllllon, real estate brok-e- r.
8

211 W. Gold,

FOR RENT Good 3, 4, 6, room
houses. Porterfleld Co., 214 West

Honrs 10 to 12 and I to I.
Telephone Bag.
Rooms 8, 9 and 10, State National
Bank Block.

Veterinary Surgeon

DR. It. I SHARP
Veterinary burgeon,
FOR RENT Portion of good warehouse; easy af access for drays de- Office Phones(Registered)
Nos. M and 781. Oflivering or hauling goods. Inauire
fice, 113 John Street Heme, lit
"B" this ef;ce.
a Broadway. Phone 114$.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Gold.

FOR SALE
FOR UBNT New, ciean and well
ventilated rooms, nicely furnished,
IR. PERCY S. ISAACSON,
Grande FOR SALE; Three room new cottage
Rio
rates reasonable.
terms easy. Porterfleld Co., 21
Rooming House, 619 West Central.
(Graduate of Toronto, Canada.)
. West Gold.
FOR RK.NT Two furnished rooms
busiVeterinary
Surge
housekeeping;
close
ligat
and Bentlst.
FOR SALE Residences, rancnes and
for
Phone 781; night phone 1153. Ofness center; low rent. Jno, M.
city lots; some good bargains. Rio
fice: Frank's blacksmith shop.
Moore Realty Co., 219 W. Copper.
Grande Valley Land Co., John
agent. Corner Third and
FOR RlSiVT Three nice Urge sunny
Gold avenue.
rooms for light housekeeping; also
DENTISTS
one large stsre room cheap. Apply FOR SALE Or will exchange for Al621 Went Central. Call at rear.
buquerque real estate, eight fine
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal.
DR.
E. CRAFT
BTOLKX.
Apply at Cltisen office.
tf
Dental Surgery.
STOLEN Set of single harness and FOR SALE OR TRADE An easy
Recase of surgical instruments.
living, automatic pop corn and peaSouth
ward, fl. L. Burton, (1
nut roaster; good as new. Apply Rooms a and S, Baraett
Over CRJenya Dm
Walter street.
220 West Silver quick.
Appointments made by
FOR SALE Four room new brick,
Pbonn 744.
SALESMEN
modern, eay terms. Porterfleld Co.
21West Gold.
WANTED Experienced salesman for
DRS. COPP AND PETTTT.
dry goods and clothing store, must FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
speak Spanish and furnish good
good as new, beautiful tone. A
DENTISTS.
t reference.
Address JL Bonem,. San
chance to possess an Instrument of
Marclal, N. M.
unexcelled make at Just half what
It ts worth. On exhibit at Whit
SALESMAN WANTED for 1909 who
Room 13,
son's Music store, 124 South Sec
has had experience in any line, to
street,
ond
Albuquerque.
sell general trade in New Mexico
an unexcelled specialty proposition. FOR SALE Four ousiness lots west
N. T. Armijo Balding.
Coraeiissione with $35 weekly adend of viaduct; a snap, at $t,4M.
vance for expenses. Our season
M. P. Stamina.
opens January 4th. The Continental FOR SALE Remington typewriter,
KDMTJNB J. ALGER, D. D. .
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
fine order. Mlllett studio.
m. Is 1S:M p. na
WANTED 600 experienced salesmen FOR SlUS Transient
hotel ai3 Offce hours, I
l:St to a p. an.
of gsod address at once to sell
rooming house. Box 44.
Mexican lands; big commissions;
SALE Extracted
honey, 10
Appointments mad by
our best men are making $500 to FOR
pounds for $1.00; 6t-lcan tor
wee ueatrei A'
everybody buys
$1,000 a month;
est
$5.00.
by
postal
Order
W.
of
P.
land. Mexican West Coast ComAllen,
box
O.
201,
Albuquerque,
P.
pany, Kansas City, Mo.
N. M.
LAWYERS
salesWANTED Honest, energetic
men ts sell a general line of nigh
R. W. D. HRYAN
grade feed products to hotels, restaurants, farmers, ranchers and
Attorney at Law
employment agency
other large consumers. Experience
11$ West Central Ave- - Tel. 71$
you the
unnecessary;
we teach
Labor furnished for contractor an OVa Fires National Bank
,
business; exclusive territory. Our
Albnanestne, New M
short notice. All kinds of help
goods are guaranteed full weight,
full measure and in every way furnished. Clerks, cooks, waiters,
servants, etc. Several high clans
B. W. BOBSOW
meet the retirements of all pure
men want positions now. Records
food laws. Exceptional opportunof 'all applicants win re carefully
AttDmey at Law.
ity; writs today for particulars.
looked up and none recommended
John Sexton & company, Wholeunless reliable and competent to fill
Oxaea, Cromwell Block.
sale drovers. Lake & Franklin sts.,
position. Correspondence solicited.
V. M.
Chicago.
H. C. Paulsen, Manager.
BIO MONBY made selling our lint
f Gasoline Lighting Systems which
DU If. BOND
Is the most extensive, mod rn and
AGENTS
manufactured under one
Attorney at
root, Our latest inverted light Is
of lifetime;
candle power; gen- - AGENTS Opportunity
a wonder;
'
no experience necessary, big cash
orated and lighted from the Boor;
profits dally and one agent made
On vents, Letaer Pateav ,
eaa he turned down to a very low
$11 in one hour; every one will
stand any draught;
will
pitch;
Marks, ilsIsM
'
buy;
owwe
more
Issue
and
accident
home;
or
store
suitable for the
THrwt, N. fn Wnrtnanrtwa, D. C
sickness policies than any other II
we
patentable
to
ing
features
Its
'
similar company In the world; we
we can protect you fieri ccKpetf-tioTHOa, K, D. MADDISON
give the most popular and cheapA Ave year guarantee irtsh
est Insurance written; new plan, $1
each system; a proven success; de
Atorney a Law.
a year for $100 policy; no assess
tilg
mand enormous; quick seller;
money maker; exclusive territory-Knigh- t .ments or dues; other amounts In
proportion; death benefit, weekly
Ofnce iif Went Gold Ave,
Illinois
Light Co.,
indemnity, free medical attendance,
BC. Chicago. 111.
original popular features,
either
AXJS-1E.- N
CrJ sex;
liueresiea in
LAWYERS
all claims prompt- - and lib
side line, write for our new offer.
erally
settled;
assets.
lniura.
Free sample outfit, highest comOHN W. WILSON
fSOMM;
reliable representatives
missions. We manufacture comwanted everywhere, exclusive ter
plete line of albums, st' ids, card,
Attorney at Law.
ritory; liberal, permanent Income
W.
views. Continental Ar"
Increasing each year, absolutely
Monroe St., Chicago,
Albnnnernna, N. M.
sure. Address International Cor
WANTED Capable saies man to cov(Referee In Bnnkrnnacy)
poratlon, 231 Broadway, department
er New Mexico with staple Una.
Ofaes Phone 117a.
$3, New York.
High commissions, with $100.00
monthly advance. Permanent poHair I)rower and OilropoiIUt.
ARCHITECT
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opsition to right man. Jess II. Smith
posite the Alvarado and next door to
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
p. w. spcrom
SAlJ-SMAExperienced, to sell our Sturgea' cafe, is prepared to give
N
do hair
AvUteet.
line cakes and candy specialties to thorough scalp treatment,
treat corns, bunions and
the retail grocery trade In Albu- dressing,
ingrown
massage
gives
nails.
She
querque and adjoining territory.
Mrs. ttai Booth Walter Street. Phone ASS
treatment and manicuring.
Lowest prices; highest quality;
comIHambini's
own
preparation
of
commission contract; exclusive plexion
cream builds up the skin and
Comterritory. The Ror-Uunkl- e
INSURANCE
improves the complexion, and is
pany, Kenton, Ohio.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares hair tonic and cures
B. A. 8LEYSTER
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out, restores life to dead hair, reInsnmnee. Real EMate, Notary
WANT!
Wan with small capital. moves moles,
and superfluous
PubUa.
Take charge of territory for mer- hair. For anywarts
face,
blemish
of
the
chandising business; writ for
ami
rail
consult
Bambini.
ilia.
IS and 14. Orontw B Bloea.
Pope Automatic
illnnanerqre. N. M. pboae
Company, Corn
F-Building. Chlcags.
REAL ESTATE AGENT
Bor-radall- e,

i:

a

b.

Employment Agencies
;entral

SUCCEED
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Leader Discusses the Zlon
Movement and theQues
tlon of Nation-allty.

Trnnsjordanla and Mesopotamia it
would support 63 millions."
"Do you expect to get 63 million
people there?'"
"No. There are not 63 million Jews
on the face of the earth. There are
only 12 million."
"Why did you choose Palestine for
the new Zlon?"
"From purely sentimental and historical reasons."
"If the soli is rich why Is the country not already densely populated?"
"Because of the Turkish regime and
nomadic character of the Arab population. They hate the soil. When
they tire of one locality they pull up
their tent pegs and move on. The
primary source of wealth to the Jews
will be agriculture.
The main Idea Is
To subsidise the movement would be to pauperize the peo-

New York, Dec. 31. The Rev. H.
Maslian8ky of Brooklyn, a leader in
the Zionist movement. Is a Jew who
has the gift of language, that faculty
which nuule the Utble sueh excellent
literature. Hu'g a Jewish iriitor who
thinks In tropes and ponders In metaphor. By the fervor of his words
and the Insinuating melody of his
voire he plays upon the Jewish heart
and roumw his people for the militant
march to nationality. In twenty years
Mr. Masllunnky has spoken to a million of his people on two continents
and he Is their hero.
"Why does the' Jew want to preserve his nationality?" he was asked
"Nationality is the very life of a
people," he replied. "Without It they
become dispirited, ambltionless
and
eay to oppress.
"You may argue that the American
has no nationality. He U not a type,
you say. He is a mixture of .Swede,
German and colonist. He has many
creeds. Americans may say they
would not follow the flag to war because it does not represent their political Ideals; that they, would not
fight for It.
"You can say that. An American
could mount a platform and harangue an audience with those sentiments. But let a Jew dechire that
the Stars and Stripes are nothing to
him and he would be mobbed. His
utterance would be taken as the views
of the race. The race would have to
bear the brunt. That's what makes
us a nationality.
You Gentiles have
done it. You force nationality upon
us."
"Then you believe tho Jews' alof-neis as much the result of the
Gentiles' attitude as the Jews' own
yearning for isolation and nationality?"
"Certainly. The spirit of race Is
strong in every people. The Gentiles
would not mingle with the Jews. A
Gentile mother would feel her heart
break If her sop or daughter chose a
Jew."
"Do you hope to have all Jews return to Palestine, then?"
"No. ueh an aim w uld be ridiculous. Only the Jews from lands of
oppression are expected to return."
"Could Palestine support a large
population?"
"Yes, the soil Is rich. Together with
ss

"The resources of the countiy will
all be developed. The Palestine industrial syndicate has been organised
to take over the mining concessions
along the coast of the Dead sea. The
principal products are sulphur, asphalt, guano and eoal. Already there
Is establiwhed
a school for applied
arts to teach the young native born
Jews the art of weaving. Iron mong-ermarble vork and making plaster
easts. This Is called tho Besallel
school. It was founded by a young
sculptor of St. .Louis, who gave up his
go to Palestine and serve
profession
without pay. David Wollfsohn, the
head of tho organization, addressed
the new Turkish Parliament about
ten days ago, assuring that body that
the Jews have no designs on Palestine Inimical to tho Turklxh government."
Muscular Pains Cured.
"During the summer of 1903 I was
truobled with musoular pains In the
Instep of my foot," says Mr. 8. Pedlar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times It was
o painful I could hardly walk. Chamberlain's Pain Balm was recommended to me, so I tried It and was completely cured by one small bottle. I
have since recommended it to several
of my friends, all of whom speak
highly of It." For sale by ail druggists.

INTEREST IN NORDICA

It Is seldom that any great musician wins the esteem and personal
interest of the public to such an extent as ha Mme. Nordlca. However great they may have been It is
invariably true that the Interest is
confined almost entirely to their artist io triumphs.
Such is not true,
however, in the case of Mme. Nordlca. Every item regarding her life
and personal characteristics Is received with Interest by literally millions of readers. The fact that she
maintains three beautiful homes one
in New York, one on the Hudson and
one In Parts, is well known to many,
Is she, too,
but the question aris-.vgoing to waste the earnings of her
successful years in extravagant living and, in the end, be reduced to
such straits as those of which we
read concerning other great singers
who have gone before? Those who

XGMB'SiOini

JOHN BORRADAILE
Tetter anil Salt Rheum.
Intense itching
REAL ESTATE & INVESTMENTS
of these ailments Is almost
CITY I'KOtJFRTY
allayed ty Chamberlain's Salve Many
Ranches, Loans and Rentals
severe cases have been cured by it.
Office T hird and Gold
For sale by all druggists.
l'lioiie ft IS
Fo-cti-

For the Christmas and New Year
Holidays the Coast Line will sell
tickets to all points where the one
way fare is .less than $10.00 at
rate of one and
fare for
the round trip. Tickets on sale
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 31 and Jan. 1st.
Final return limit Jan. 4, 1909.
one-fourt-

Call

h

at ticket office for full

A.

.A.

n

WAXJitR

Fire Insurance

III

Mutual Bunding Aosoriatio'
west Central

ONE ON MOW TO CLEAN
A SAFETY RAZOR wrrM
OUT TAWM3 IT AU.

T. E. PUROY,
:efreeaeeee.e4

PIECES

1

know her best, however, realise that
such an outcome
Impossible.
Is
While the Madam lives in a man
ner worthy of
princess and has
a small army on her pay roll, besides being; the personification of gen
erosity, she has a keen perception of
values that has enabled her to Invest her surplus earnings In securities that are absolutely saf and yield
good returns.
Of course her social
position puts her Into personal contact with mnny who control large
Interest, but she relies upon her own
Judgment ' In choosing between the
opportunities offered her. She is
not a manipulator,
but a "buyer;"
and many of her friends rely upon
her Judgment In matters of Investment. 8o each year she has gone on
adding to her holdings, until now she
is one of the wealthiest women In
the country, though not parsimonious, for her purse Is always open
To the unfortunate, for
Nordlca
hae not forgotten the old days, nor
through
the hard trials
which she
passed on her road to fame. Norcomes
to the Elks' theatre Jandlca
uary .
TWO

GIRLS HOLD
HOMESTEAD

TlMy

TITLE

IJrcd on a Claim Near Logan,
N. M., and Rather Enjoyed
Uie Experience.

r

PIO NOTTHINd '
ANYONl WOtAOl

WWTTeA0
that! Hct)t

LtouT TBSTACli
I.

Agent,

A. 7. & 3. F. Coast Line
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National Organization Will
Be Formed to Combat
This Growing Evil.

Chicago, Dec. 81. A national organization to right the loan shark
evil, particularly the "salary loan"
extortions, has been decided upon
as a necessity to successfully cope
with the different problems produced
by varying state laws and conditions.
M. B. Wellington of the .Legal Aid
Society of Chicago, has sent out letters to all the larger cities where organisations exist, asking for data
upon the amount of capital employed,
the forms of notes, "confessed judgments" and salary assignments used
and the rate or interest at which,
small chattel loans can be made with
reasonable profit. The total amount
of capital of "loan shark" offices
United States is put at $25,000,-00- 0.
of which sum it is known that
J. 800,000 is employed by the 125
different offices in Chicago, a sum
larger than that employed in New
York, according to figures of a recent report paid by the "Russell Sage
Foundation," or in any city in the
United States. The rates charged
for small loans In New York are the
highest the actual cost of short time
loans, when extra fees, ''brokerage"
"protest fees" and unjust "collection
charges" are added, being in many
cases as high us 1731 per cent per
annum.
No
philanthropy has yet
taken up In the west the investigation of this subject thoroughly,
to
point tho practical
means to save
people who must borrow from such
extortions and to provide a humane
substitute. A bill will soon be submitted to the Illinois legislature to
limit the rate charged to 4 per cent
a month Instead of 10 to 20 per cent
now charged. Authorities have found
in Illinois that though the loan
Vfurer was an outlaw, his right to
interest abovo the legal 7 per cent
cannot be coiftested If once paid, although it frequently amounts to more
than the" principal originally borrowed. The loans are found to average
about 150 and the net profits of the
cutlaw lenders to average from 35
to 60 per cent after the expenses of
scattered offices and losses are paid.
in-th-

The follow'ng dispatch appeared
recently In an eautern newspaper,
telling of the experience of two girls
in homestead ing a claim near Logan,
N. M.:

Alton, III., IX c. 2. Miss Rosa
Krii,ur1, 21 years old. who, with a
Kirl chum, staked out a claim on
lh( New Mexico plains, lived there
with her gun and broncho for eight
months and won a title to 110 acres
of good land by her pluck, is back
at home In Upper Alton, with a fine
coat of tan, skill in mari'smanshlp
ar.U a spirit of independent.-- ,
.'hat
ft w girls know anything about.
Minn Krinard is a daughter of Mrs.
Mary Krinard of Manning street
Upper Alton. She had known MIbs
Kna Hitter of San Antonio for sev-eiyears. The girls decided to enter a clulm In New Mexico and selected a spot IS miles from Logan,
X. M. The nearest neighbor was six
miles away.
"At flrt we kept our guns with
Us in bed and fchivered with fright
every night," 8he says, "but soon we
frrew acL'UHtomed to being alone and
left our doors open even though coyotes howled all around at night.
"We lived In a utono house 11x12
'tet, which we built ourselves. We
learned how to shoot and how to
ride. We etudk'd farming and raised DO acres of lino .Kaliir corn.
! "We spent a goo ddial of time in
tho ."addle ani IiJittJ a great deal.
Si nn limes wi roJe ever end took
dinnrr with ihj cowbrys or. a ranch
ten miles distant They wire a fine
lot of fellows, and taught us Span-i"which was useful, as we were
near the Mexican border."
The girls were known as "The Two
Itoses." and their tlulm as "Uose-dale.- "
h,

Miss
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THE ONE O HOW TO

Krinard

nays

now

that

the title to the claim is theirs, they
will nut live there any more. 8he
rays a delegation of cowboys was at
the depot In Logan t) bid them it
noisy f.ireweil
h'-tln-ilvu. ti l
veral days ago.
Mo.ithcM
t.ii.-n- s

eczema,
it.

Itching ckiri.
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Marked for Deeth.
"Three years ago I was marked f Jr
death. A graveyard coush was tearing my lungs to pieces. Doctors failed
to help me, and hope had fled, when
my hufband got Dr. King's New Discovery." says Mrs. A. C. Wl'.liams, of
Bac, Ky. "The first doa helped ma
end Improvement kept on until I had
gained 68 pounds In weight and my
health was fully restored." This medicine holds the world's healing record
for
and colds and lung and
pneuthroat disease. It prevent
monia. Sold under guarantfe at all
bot-3- e
IruRB'sts. SOe and fl.U'1.
free.
T-i- al

u near.
A vote
tlio ccr ImiikU Is a
rheum, any itoliins-itoan'- vote at'aJic--amtinl
. i eater
t
l!uiuTque.
Ointment. Vour iJrucKist se'.l"
,
WINDOW GLASS C. A- - HUDSON-Muit

7
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THURSDAY,

ihVi they visited all Important ell-- J
lea on the Pacific coast between Lost
Angeles and Seattle. Mrs. Eakin ;r
malned In Ias Angeles for a visit With

IIXEMnra

SI,

lMt

ff.
1

I

her parent.
Printers and others Interested 1n
the printing trades will b" interested
to learn that they ran secure the Inland Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at The

Shoe Selling
Methods
We are not looking for short cuts and easy
vays to do bus!nessiNo trouble is too great for
'us if we can please and satisfy a customer xlt is
a cardinal principle of our business faith that no
advertisement is as good as a satisfied customer.
We hope to serve you just a little better during the new year than you were ever served before.

Why not come and see if our actions accord
M
with our printed words? H H
Ot

Clearance Sale
Prices on

Millinery

Start tbe New Year right by learning how to economize on your
., ..
millinery purchases.
you. Our storo to crowded with
Come to us anil wo will
TRIMMED HATS, FEUTS, STlil JTl' HATS and UNTRLMMED
we altould have at Una kmoii
HATS. We nave twice aa many
of tbe year, and we ore going to dispose of tliem if price cutting
J
wUl do. It.
'ftsUMstl.BBsUi
Gome in today and buy a lint at your own price.

ij!yfal!ll

i

208 S.

LUTZ
MISS
Phone 832
2nd
St.

LET US FIGURE

Ml

ON THAT
is

t

x

Plumbing and Tinning Job
Je

m St.
L. BELL CO. S. First

M. W. FLOURNOY,

D. K. B. SELLERS, Vice President
President
J. C. FLOURNOY, Secretary!

Whitney Company
Mail Orders Solicited.

1

'

North 1st Street

Wholesale Prices
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

UXX)OOCXXXXXXXJUOUUUlJUU

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
'

.....CALL...- -'

Citisen office.
South
Rabbi Chapman, of 114
Seventh street received a telegram
today announcing the arrival of a
Mrs.
baby girl to his daughter.
Basch, of Schenectady, New York.
Fresh shipment bulk ripe olives at
the. San Jose market,
John B. Crusan, treasurer of the
Federal Smelting and
oun new YRn noxr.8
of delirious candy makf the very fin- Refining company of Socorro, N. M.,
est calling cards. Buy one at least for Is a visitor In the city, attendingcom-lan-to
HER whose happiness you are most business In the Interests of his
Interested In.
The large dog that attacked Mr.
When She Tauten Our Candy
she'll feel so kindly towards the giver Robert Dinsdale met an awful deaih
that you'll not have the slightest at the hands of Geo. V. Ward, cusdoubt about it being A HAPPY NEW todian of the city dog pound yesterhot first
TEAR for you at any rate. Don't get day afternoon. It was
too email a box. Buy one that will through he head and then through
show your generosity as well as your the heart.
good taste.
and
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Newhall
8CTTCTT OANDY CO.
daughter arrived In the city lait week
Second Door North of P. O.
from Santa Fe, and In the future will
make this city their home. Mr. New-ha- ll
has connected himself with the
Bluewater Development company of
this city.
Fine line of Christmas candles at
the Richelieu grocery.
Miss Anita Lewis, of this city, and
S. P. Mnlder. of Anderson, Ind., wero
united In marriage last night by Rev.
Smith of that city. Miss Lewis Is tho
Should you fall to receive The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Lewis
Bvenlng Citisen, call up the
of this city. Mr. Snider Is a real esPostal Telegraph Co telephone
tate man of lAnderso.i and the young
No. II, and your paper will fee
couple will make their home In that
delivered by special uieatenger.
city.
Bulk ripe olives at the San Jose
market.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
City Attorney Collins a!d todny
W. F. Fischer, of Fort Wlngate,
that
that it was very Imperative
was a visitor in the city yesterday.
property owners should see that their
Vegas, was names are on the registration
H. L. McNulty, of
books.
here yiwterday attending to matters If they are not. it is not too late to
of business.
se that they are put on. If your
Best coffee In town for the money, name is not on the registration books
No. 87 Blend. Richelieu grocery.
on election day, you will not be perMrs. J. C. Bromagen, of
j Vegas. mitted to vote.
Is the guest of Mrs. J.hn Lutler, of
Miss Ada B. Fitch of Socorro, N. M.,
717 East street.
Miss Catherine Fitch, Oakland, Cal.,
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Ito.a. of Her-mo- a, and Miss Lucy Fitch of Cleveland,
N. M., were In thy city yes- Ohio, are in the city en route io their
lespective homes. The Misses Fitch
terday on a short vtelt.
last evening from Socorro,
James B. Duffy, passenger agent of arrived they
have been he guests of
the .Santa Fe, and his wife, of Han where
A. V. Fitch of that
Francisco, are here on a short visit. their mother Mrs.they
spent Christmas,
city, with whom
forget
New
so
Year's
the
lon't
Mr. La Grande, for some time concial at the Occidental. The Boys'
band will furnish music the entire nected with the forestry Bervlce as
timber examiner with headquarters
evening.
at Wlngate, who has been visiting In
W. R. Brown division traffic agent this city for several days, will leave
for the iiunta Fe epent yesterday in tomorrow night for Gaum. Mr. Le
this city returning to his home in El Grande has resigned his position with
I'a.so lust night.
the forestry service and accepted a
All kinds of shelled nuts at the position with the Guam Lumber comRichelieu grocery.
pany as superintendent.
Don't fail to attend the Woodman
Dr. John W. Colbert, chief surball at Convention hall New Tear's geon of the Santa Fe hospital, who
eve. Cavanaugh orchestra: Ball first was stopped by an officer
Tuesday
class in all Its appointments.
night because he was running his
Col. Jacub Gainsley, chief clerk at auto af a high rate of speed, calls atSimon Stern's clothing store, accom- tention to the fact that a physician
panied by his daughter, Miss Juanita, Is entitled id make good speed, while
left last night for a hort visit to responding to a call. No fine was assessed In the case and the doctor waa
friends in El Paso.
held on the charge of exceeding
Fresh chickens, ducks, geese and not
the speed limit.
turkeys at. the San Jose Market.
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Stover, of
Don't fall to attend the AVoodman
Central avenue, are enjoying a
tall at Convention hall New Tear's West
and
eve. Cavanaugh orchestra. Ball first vi.iit from Mrs. ado. R. Co!e
daughlter, Mips Cole, an aunt and
class In all Its appointments.
Aspen, Colo, who stopped
cousin
Fresh apple cider for New Tear's off hereofwhile on their way to Caliat the Richelieu Grocery.
fornia. Mrs. Colo Id a sister of MM.
T. Lawrence Walknr, advance man E. S. Stover who died here five years
for Charles B. Han ford who plays ago. Miss Colo Is a talented musiIn this city in the near future, is here cian, who has jest recently returned
making necessary arrangement for to America from studying in Europe.
the production.
H. B. Hammond of the forest servOtis J. Baker, for several years past ice, received a newspaper this mornwith the American Lumber company, ing from Pine Bluff, Ark., telling of
will leave this evening for Guam, N. the death there on December 19 of J.
M., where he has accepted a position
V. Adams, a well known newspaper
with the Guam Lumber company.!
writer of that place, who spent some
New Tear's turkeys, Richelieu Gro- time here four years ago. Mr. Adams
cery store. Leave your order early. will be remembered by a large numAlbuquerque people. The ArkThere will be a regular meeting of ber of newspapers
pay him high tribAdah chapter No. 6, O. E. 8. at Ma- ansas
sonic temple tomorrow evening at ute.
Frli'dbcrg Bros., of 103 South Secg 7:30 o'clock. By order of the worthy matron. Mrs. Norah Putnam, sec- ond street, .are offering nome b ir- ralns in men's goods this week that
retary.
The
worth while investigating.
W.v T.. Humphries,
president and are
will move into their new
manager of the Humphries
Photo Frledberg's
S company, of El Paso, spent yesterday store, at 316 West Central avenue.
In a few days and do not care to take
In the city en route to El Paso from any
of their present stock wi4h them.
a business trip from Denver,
The new store is to be' a "daylight"
James D. Eakin, of the Consolidated Btore, light, airy and inviting, and
Liquor company, returned to the city best of all, will be well stocked with
this morning from a pleasure trip to th" newest and nobbiest haberdashery
the Pacific coast. Mr. Eakin was ac- to be found In tho fashionable mar
companied by Mrs. Eakin and to kets.
a
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Great

Semi-Annu- al

Clearance
Sale

SsB
...DIAMONDS...
of all grades, In solid gold, sold filled and silver cases; all prices
and every one warranted.

ui

"

122 S. Second

We are also showing a fine line of BOYS'
CLOTHING which we have marked
down. Our Holiday line of

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

Neckwear and Handkerchiefs

SLAUGHTER

is also marked at very attractive prices,
These are days of war on left-ovChristmas goods, and we propose to
No complaint
be In the scrimmage.
to make about our holiday trade. It
was better than we expected, thanks
for your liberal patronage. We had
a big stock and some of our nicest
goods were left. We believe In the
old adage, "A live quarter is better
than a dead dollar."
One thing we want to emphasize,
and that Is, OUR GOODS ARE NOT
MARKED UP TO ADMIT OF A
means
A cut In our prices
CUT.
a bargain.
Beginning January 1 we will sell all
d
our left over Christmas stock at
off our regular prices, consist- -

and we invite an inspection and comparison

er

one-thir-

Fancy Stationery.
Toilet Bets.
Sets Brushes.
Hand Bags.
Leather Pillow Tops.
Wall Hangers (done In air brush.)
Toys.
Express Wagons.
iFancy Waste Baskets.
Brlo-a-Bra-

c.

Calendars.
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
Next door to P. O.
Phone 1104.
A vote against' tlie sewer IkhiiIs Is a
vote against Greater Albuquerque.

Want ads printed
bring results.

In the

Citizen

bare.

description, both Sterling- and Plated.
Jewelry Stores
See ns for anything usually found In first-claQuality is absolutely guaranteed and price as low as reliable
goods can be sold for.
-

:

The DIAMOND PALACE

Central Avenue

3

W.J. PATTERSON
TELEPHONE 97

Opposite Sturges Hotel

LIVERY AND BOARDING
311-31-

3

Wast

STABLE

Sllvr Areaa

Clothier
BBVKsBansHBsV

ntuyl

Quality and

We give you both. Copjpare our coal with
others as to QUALITY and TEST WEIGHTS
as to QUANTITY, and be convinced that ours
is the best and cheapest. We also handle
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.

JOHN S. BEA VEN
S02

MOUTH

FIRST STREET

Is not what you pay for advertis-

ing but

advertising

what

PAYS

that makes It valuable. Our
rates are loweet for equal service..
YOU,

Strong Brothers

FOR SALE.
Horses, cows, burros, mules, sheep
or any livestock, at 200 North Broadway. ,
--

A vote against tlie sewer bonds Is a
voto against Greater Albuquerque.
Have you se n the new
Edison records at the Whitson
music store? Fit any Edison machine
and play twlco as long as the reg ilar
records.
four-minu-

te

f

o

5

and hear the new double-face- d
records for the Victor. Latest selections on both sides. Whitson Music
store.
CaTl

FIiFJ3! FUETC!!

A $25

Standard Phonograph given

away. A chance given with each tt
purchase. Drawing Feb. 17th, ltOt.
Special low rates for Holiday goods.
Futrelle Furniture Co., West end of
viaduct.
A vote against tlto newer bonds Is a
voto agalrust Greater Albuquerque.
TOO luVTK TO CLASSIFY.

The

Are you looking for the best
ting and longest wearing
line of
stockings for men. women and children? Try our Black Cat brand. We
guarantee them to give satisfaction or
will refund the money, C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Central avene.
Ij.

GLASS

C. A. HUDSON.

JUST

EGG COAL

AZTEC FUEL CO. Phone 251

Fifty cases of the
best NEBRASKA
CORN which we
will sell at the low
price of

B. H. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGISTS
ALVARADO

Q2.50

PHARMACY

a case,

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

v

K

E
E

Satltfsctloa Guaranteed

Hawley on the Corner
GLASS

Irhiirose Ilutter

da

55c
35o
35c

Honeysuckle Ham
12'ic
20c
Irentlum Iiacou
20c
Faney Walnuts
All Kinds of
Meat and
Gro cries.

Ieh

Let

Is

Have

6J2-02- 1

a Trtul Order.
W. Tlj rasv
'

Albuquerqut, K U,

Our

c.

GIxYSS

A. HUDSON.

u

A vote ngaliiKt tike wwer boudg U

ve

Near P. 0.

afffiln.t Greater Albuquerque.

j t
-

j

AND

GLEANERS

Ladles' and Gentlemen's cloth-In- s;
of all kinds, rugs and
draperies, cleaned by the
VACUUM METHOD.

Subscribe for the Citizen and get
the news.
Our work is KIGHT In every
a pai fenent. Hubbs Laundry Co. de

J5

215 S. 2d St.

HATTERS

work Is RIGHT fci every
Hubbs lAundry Go.

WINDOW

Show your individuality bv
buying something distinctive
for Xmas gifts. We carry an
exclusive line 01 unestsl Novel
lie besides our Mexican Ooodi
and Indian Cirioi.

DUKE CITY

We clean rugs and draperies by
vacuum system. Duke City Hatters
and Cleaners. Phone 44 8.

SPECIALS

1

C. A. HTJDSON.

--o-

Itancli epgs, per ds
Kmiwis ranch eggs, per

dozen

SAM KEE
A

Personal Attention Given
to All Work.

4 WINDOW

1

South First Street

M

MsU Order Solicited.

$1.25 for

SKINNER'S
205

Kodak Developing and Finishing

Champion
51

IN

MILL WOOD ANO KINDLING

ate

Phone

j

EWICE

Your Credit is Good

Mitttucl Bro.

strut.

Lady Assistant

.

For That Dull Feeling After Eating.
Occidental Building
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
and
and Liver Tablets for some time,
Bring Us Your Prescription!
can testify that they have done me
any
more good than
tablets I have
evtr UBed. My trouble was a heavy
dull feeling after eating. David
Freeman, Kempt, No'-- Scotia. These
WITH
tablets strengthen the stomach and
Improve the digestion. They also regulate the llvtr and bowels. They are
far superior to pills but cost no more. Clothe your family on $1,00 per week
Get a free sample at any drug store
W. Central Ave.
and see what a splendid tnedlclns
It Is.

GROCERY CO. I

n sccono

s

at the ...

GALLUP

COLRUItX KMMjOYMENT
AGENCY.

213 West Silver Avenue.
Help, all kinds, furnished on short
notice. Give us your orders If you
need help. Unemployed, list with us
If you want work.
Wanted Carpenters, X. 1 Machinist, good blacksmith and good woman
cook. At once.

oi--

Mrs. R. B. Patten

GALLUP LUMP COAL

fit-

F.

J??al!aara

BEST GOAL

BEST

FOR RENT Three rooms with bath
furnished for housekeeping. Telephone 1404 for appointment to see
rooms.

ss

EVERITT

The Central Ave.

Simon Stern

o

It

We are crowded
Mirwt makes Hawks and IJhby.
and will give 10 per cent discount to caab

rfMM

..SILVERWARE...

2

E. L. WASHBURN GO.

The Regular Prices

GLASS...
m- -

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

Finger ring, brooches, bracelets, back combs, etc.

uf every

119 W. Gold

A Superior Article sold

at the price of ordinary
... candies ...

E. M AHARAM

...WATCHES...

i

which we are anxious to close out, and we
quote them at

a

of the finest quality, artistically mounted.

on Clothing and Furnishings begins

January

PRESENTS I

YEAR'S

v

Smoking Jackets and Bath Robes

For New Year's Day

WINDOW

NEW

i

CANDIES

ANOTHER

is

Wc have on hand quite a stock of New,
Stylish

HEADLEY'S
BALTIMORE

PERSONAL.

PARAGRAPHS

Prices Reduced

We have a fresh supply of

y.

HUBBS LAUNDRY COA
WHITE WAGONS

MALOY'S

Hats Cleaned
824

a'

I

and Repaired.

Weat Gold Awnue,
Phone 441.

i
44

t

I

